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Preface
In EDUC411/412 this term, we have studied theory and best practices related to literacy in all content areas. You learned how
to design effective instruction strategies to address specific student literacy needs and enhance student reading
comprehension and learning. You offered presentations on specific literacy strategies for making reading purposeful and
meaningful to all students. Now that the semester is done, I hope you feel confident that you have myriad strategies,
handouts, and resources to address any of your own classroom literacy challenges. I hope you are convinced that you know
how to TEACH literacy skills in your content area in ways that are:
Transparent
Explicit
Authentic
Connected to prior knowledge and skill, and reflect an understanding of
How people read effectively.
This Tackle Box strategy book was researched and written by you and your classmates. Like a tackle box, it is full of lures,
hooks and bait to help you reel in your students, as they work with any text in your classroom. There are many strategies
because different schools of fish require different lures or bait. Some days you will need to recast your line multiple times or
move your boat closer to the riverbank to fish in different water. I hope you will find this tackle box of strategies useful gear
for your teaching adventure.
Katie Hanson
EDUC411, EDUC412
Fall 2021
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3-2-1

Gareth Kent

What is 3-2-1?

How would you use it?
•

•

•

•

3-2-1 is a reading strategy that allows
students to demonstrate their understanding
of a text.
It forces students to grapple with prompts
such as. . .
•
“provide three examples of …” or
“write two questions you have about
....”

Why should you use it?
•
•
•
•

Focus the prompts on the ideas from the
text you most want students to
understand.
The upside-down triangle can serve as an
easy and distinct organizational structure
for students

When should you use it?
•

Increases reader’s engagement with the text
Encourages independent thinking
Supports higher-level thinking processes in
students
Gets students to think about and improve
“metacognitive monitoring skills”
(Alsamadani 188)

•

Could work as a pre-reading activity,
collecting prior knowledge on a topic
Post-reading activity to synthesize their
ideas about the text

Sources:
Alsamandi, Hashem Ahmed. “The Effects of the 3-2-1 Reading Strategy on EFL Reading Comprehension.” English Language Teaching, vol. 4, no. 3, Sept.
2011, p. 184-91.
Wormeli, Rick. with Dedra Stafford. Summarization in Any Subject: 60 Innovative, Tech-Infused Strategies for Deeper Student Learning, 2nd Edition. ASCD,
2019.
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Name: ___________________________________Date: ___________________Period: ______________

3-2-1 Poetry Analysis
Directions: Fill out the chart below, which is an example of the 3-2-1 reading strategy that we have been
working on in class.
Identify
1.)
three
emotions
that the
poem
made you 2.)
feel.

3.)

Create
two
questions
you
would
ask the
poet.

1.)

2.)

Pinpoint 1.)
the one
main idea
that you
think the
poem is
about.
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3-2-1

Hailey Schmacht

"Summarization in Any Subject" by Rick Wormelli on page 58

Works cited
Alsamadani, Hashem Ahmed. “The Effects of the 3-2-1 Reading Strategy on EFL Reading Comprehension.” English
Language Teaching, vol. 4, no. 3, Sept. 2011, pp. 184–191. EBSCOhost,
search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=eric&AN=EJ1080738&site=ehost-live.
Wormeli, Rick. Summarization in any subject: 50 techniques to improve student learning. ASCD, 2005.
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Name_____________________________________Date_______________Period____________

3-2-1 Strategy
Directions: There are three questions based on a passage from "The Yellow Wallpaper" by Charlotte
Perkins Stetson. Answer each of them in the box beside it.
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One Word Summaries

Garrett Brown

What They Are
One-word summaries are short descriptors of a longer article and/or piece of text. While the summary
itself is measured down to a single word, it is commonly followed by evidence of a student’s choice of
word. One-word summaries help students take a deeper look at the text by forcing them to find the most
important themes of a text and compact them into a single word.

How To Use Them
To use this literary strategy, have your students first look over a piece. To elaborate, a piece could be
anything from a famous speech or poem to a science demonstration to a piece of music or art. Once they
are done analyzing it, have them summarize what they read with a single word. Once they have decided
on their word, students should be able to explain why they chose that word with evidence (parenthetical or
paraphrased) from the text to support their choice. The word must not be an opinion of the piece or a
direct theme of the piece to ensure proper analysis and critical thinking is taking place.

Why They are Useful
The one-word summary is a fantastic way to test a group of students’ summarization skills. In order to
create their summary, students will have to analyze and synthesize the information they read into a single
sentence while also connecting their word to piece(s) of evidence in the piece. As illustrated by Yung’s
findings, one-word summaries are an excellent way to improve students’ critical thinking skills and
improves students’ ability to be concise in their summaries.

When To Use Them
The one-word summary is mainly used at the end of a lesson, but can be applicable anywhere throughout
said lesson. A one-word summary could be used before the start of a unit to acquire a simpler idea of the
students’ previous knowledge and expectations. It could also be applied during the lesson to test the
students’ current knowledge of the text, and finally at the end to test their comprehension of the whole
text.
Variations
•
•
•

For students/classes with summarization difficulties, the summarizations can start slightly longer
and progress to a single word (one sentence---two/three words---one word).
Students can share their words and discuss which word they find to summarize the text best.
Students can decide as a class on a word that best summarizes the passage.

Works Cited
Wormeli, Rick, and Dedra Stafford. “One-Word Summaries .” . Summarization in Any Subject: 60 Innovative, TECHINFUSED Strategies for Deeper Student Learning, 148–50. ASCD, 2019.
Yung, Marilyn. “How to Get Better ‘One-Word Summaries’ From Your Students.” ELA Brave and True, 22 September 2020.
https://elabraveandtrue.com/2020/09/21/how-to-get-better-one-word-summaries-from-your-students/.
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Name: _______________________________________________ Date: ____________ Period: ______

One Word Summaries
Directions: Read the passage below and answer the following questions. Remember to reference the
passage to support your claim. Annotate the text as necessary to improve your comprehension. Your
summary cannot be an opinion and/or a direct subject of the text (I.e. your summary for this piece
cannot be the phrase “Finest Hour”.
Passage: Excerpt from Winston Churchill’s “Finest Hour” Speech
“What General Weygand called the Battle of France is over. I expect that the Battle of Britain is about to
begin. Upon this battle depends the survival of Christian civilization. Upon it depends our own British
life, and the long continuity of our institutions and our Empire. The whole fury and might of the enemy
must very soon be turned on us. Hitler knows that he will have to break us in this Island or lose the war. If
we can stand up to him, all Europe may be free and the life of the world may move forward into broad,
sunlit uplands. But if we fail, then the whole world, including the United States, including all that we have
known and cared for, will sink into the abyss of a new Dark Age made more sinister, and perhaps more
protracted, by the lights of perverted science. Let us therefore brace ourselves to our duties, and so bear
ourselves that, if the British Empire and its Commonwealth last for a thousand years, men will still say,
“This was their finest hour.”
Question 1: Summarize the passage in 2-3 words:
_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

Question 2: Condense your summary into 1 word:
__________________________
Question 3: Explain the rationale behind your word choices in 3-5 sentences:

6

Annotating the Text

J.M.

Burke, pps. 213-215., O’Donnell, “Beyond the Yellow Highlighter: Teaching Annotation Skills to Improve
Reading Comprehension.”

Summary: Annotating is a valuable literary strategy tool used to encourage students (or anyone, really) to

develop healthy active reading skills and strengthen their ability to discern and identify chunks and individual
segments of text that are beneficial to forming a new idea, argument, answer, conclusion, thesis, etc.

7

Annotating the Text

…continued

Variations:

ELA: Use pattern annotation to reveal motifs and themes in a poem that might be covertly hidden.
World Language: Use collaborative annotation to have students practice language skills in a small group, translating a small passage of text as a
unit rather than as one.
Math: Use coded annotations to easier mark pages in a textbook that hold similar/related concepts.
H istory: Use underlined annotations to emphasize a turning point in a political/wartime speech.
Music: Use annotations normally! Most sheet music ends up being annotated for trouble points anyways.
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Annotating

Andrew Bradshaw

What is annotating?
Annotating can be many things, but at its most basic, it is marking the text. Annotation can be structured
many ways, but they all share the primary goal of engaging students in active reading.
Why should you use Annotating?
Annotating requires students to both read and respond to the text. When students annotate effectively they
are able to think deeper about a text, comparing it with their prior knowledge to find the gaps in what they
know, as well as making judgements and forming opinions.
When?
The act of Annotating is a during strategy, actively annotating thoughts and ideas as you work your way
through a text. However, it is far more effective if students then bring those annotations into the classroom;
having to verbalize their thoughts and ideas represented through their markings.
How do you annotate?
There are a variety of ways you can have your students annotate, which you choose is dependent on the
content you want your students to focus on within the text, as well as what students will then do with the
text.
Coding the Text- You can provide, or students can develop, a set of symbols to use throughout the text,
helping them to then decode and understand the text.
Ex: In music, deciding on a common set of notation for use in the score to indicate breaths, emphasis, etc.
Revealing Patterns- Annotations focus on patterns in the text, both in the content being portrayed, but also
in the grammar and how the content is portrayed.
Ex: In math, having students work through multiple word problems that have a common skill, then having
them identify what is in common between them.
Underlining Meaningful Passages- Use as a tool to prompt discussion, asking students why they chose to
annotate what they did.
Ex: In languages, when reading poetry or other interpretive text, students could find and then discuss
passages they find important.
Collaboration Annotation- Each student takes a turn annotating the same piece of text. As the text gets
passed each student adds and grows on what their peers mark, eventually creating a document with all of
their thoughts together.
Ex: In history, students can take turns annotating primary sources that are difficult to comprehend and
collectively come to an understanding of the text.
Summary Annotation- Students chunk the text for themselves, summarizing each section. When completed
that have a fast easy reference as to what the text contains.
Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Portsmouth, NH: Boynton/Cook, 2000. pg. 213-315
Vacca, Richard T. and Jo Anne L. Vacca. Content Area Reading: Literacy and learning across the curriculum. 12th Edition.
Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 2017. pgs. 291-294
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Name: ________________________________Class______________Date___/___/_____

Annotating The Heiligenstadt Testament
Directions: Read the following text and utilize the annotation key provided to mark the text
as you read along. Once finished reading and annotating, summarize in a sentence or two
what you thought was the main message of the text at the bottom of the page. Be prepared
to share your summaries and markings with the class.
Annotation Key
??

Confusing/new word or idea

!!

Important idea

Underline

Emotional Response

Dashed Underline

Author Intends Emotional Response

…My misfortune is doubly painful to me because I am bound to be misunderstood; for me there can be no
relaxation with my fellow men, no refined conversations, no mutual exchange of ideas. I must live almost
alone, like one who has been banished; I can mix with society only as much as true necessity demands. If
I approach near to people a hot terror seizes upon me, and I fear being exposed to the danger that my
condition might be noticed. Thus it has been during the last six months which I have spent in the country.
By ordering me to spare my hearing as much as possible, my intelligent doctor almost fell in with my own
present frame of mind, though sometimes I ran counter to it by yielding to my desire for companionship.
But what a humiliation for me when someone standing next to me heard a flute in the distance and I heard
nothing, \, or someone heard a shepherd singing and again I heard nothing. Such incidents drove me
almost to despair; a little more of that and I would have ended me life -- it was only my art that held me
back. Ah, it seemed to me impossible to leave the world until I had brought forth all that I felt was within
me. So I endured this wretched existence -- truly wretched for so susceptible a body, which can be thrown
by a sudden change from the best condition to the very worst. -- Patience, they say, is what I must now
choose for my guide, and I have done so -- I hope my determination will remain firm to endure until it
pleases the inexorable Parcae to break the thread. Perhaps I shall get better, perhaps not; I am ready. -Forced to become a philosopher already in my twenty-eighth year, oh it is not easy, and for the artist
much more difficult than for anyone else. 'Divine one, thou seest me inmost soul thou knowest that
therein dwells the love of mankind and the desire to do good'. Oh fellow men, when at some point you
read this, consider then that you have done me an injustice; someone who has had misfortune man
console himself to find a similar case to his, who despite all the limitations of Nature nevertheless did
everything within his powers to become accepted among worthy artists and men…

Ludwig Van Beethoven – Heilegenstadt- October 6th, 1882
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Blues Summary

Grace Kim

Wormeli, pg. 86

What?
A summarization strategy which
also brings out the student’s
creativity. The strategy focuses on
the Blues, specifically the way they
are written and how the emotion is
brought out from them.

How?
1. Expose students to the
actual blues.
2. Have students try writing
out blues lyrics using their
personal lives.
3. Use the same idea, but this
time, it’s related to your
classroom.
4. Make sure to have
templates!

Why?
Just writing summaries is boring!
Not only does this method bring
out the student’s creativity, but
it’s also more fun. It’s also a way
for them to properly show the
tone/emotion the author may
have.

When?
Usually used after reading
because it’s a summarization
activity. I’m sure there can be
ways it’s used during.

Variations
•
•
•
•

Not limited to reading excerpts!
Music: Summarize song lyrics or new theory they learned.
Math: Summarize a math formula they found hard.
English/Foreign Language: Summarize new grammar structure they
learned.
• History: Summarize a historical letter or document.
11

Name: _____________________________________ Date: ________________________ Period: ______

Blue’s Summary
This is an excerpt of Beethoven’s “Heiligenstadt Testament,” a letter written to his brothers about the loss
of his hearing. Read the excerpt, then using one of the templates, summarize the excerpt as if you are
writing blues lyrics. There is a blank space for you to write, but you can also fill out the blanks. Make
sure to properly express the emotions that Beethoven may be feeling.

Template #1
My <Object> ________________ is (isn’t) <Phrase> ________________________________________.
Oh, my <Object. ______________ is (isn’t) <Phrase> ________________________________________.
Now I’m stuck with ___________________________________________________________________.
And don’t understand how to ____________________________________________________________.
And it all boils down, yeah, it all boils down to ______________________________________________.
Template #2
This ________________________ makes me want to ________________________________________.
I’ve got nothing’ to hide, this __________________ makes me want to __________________________.
If only it ________________________________ or _________________________________________,
Then we could _______________________________________________________________________!
Instead, I’ll sit here with it and __________________________________________________________.
-----------------------------------------------
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Blues Summary

Anthony Zavala

Wormeli 86-91

What is the Blues Summary?
A blues summary involves creating elements of blues music by summarizing or taking parts from a text.
This process forces students to slow down and look carefully at the text. By finding important details or
concepts and setting them to music, students are able to retain knowledge and comprehend the smaller
details more easily.
What are the Blues?
Blues music is a style of music created in the south in the early 20th century by African American
musicians. This music is known for its folk style and heavy emphasis on lyrics and melancholic somber
sound.
When should you use the Blues?
This strategy is a summarizing strategy that can be used most effectively during or after reading. The
process requires students to recursively interact with the same information multiple times when setting it
to music. The music’s heavy emphasis on lyrics allows for it to be applied to multiple contexts.
How do I do it?
Have your students listen to the blues. This can happen at the start of a lesson or even as background
music during other activities. Once your students have been exposed to a particular song, create a
template that will help them find patterns in the music that they can use to create their own lyrics. Have
your students set information from the text to the tune of a blues song that they have listened to
previously. Be sure to give hints about repeated lines or phrases that could help your students.
Remember: it’s not about creating a masterpiece but about retaining and comprehending information!
But I’m not a music teacher…
That doesn’t matter! Music has a place in all of our lives as a way of expression and as a way to help us
remember things. Finding ways like a blues summary to incorporate music into your classroom is a great
way to engage students.
Examples:
● Quadratic formula song
● Sing about the scientific process
● Do a blues summary about the amendments and when they were passed
● Adaptations do not necessarily have to be blues songs!
Expose your students to different types of music (like the blues) throughout your teaching!
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Name______________________________Class_________Date____________

Compound Meter
Directions: Listen to The Sky is Crying by Gary B.B. Coleman and take note of any patterns or
aspects of form present in the lyrics. Then, read the following text about compound meters. In
small groups, create your own lyrics about compound meter to the tune of the song using the
template. Be ready to perform your song for the class!

●
●

●
●

●

Key Factors of Compound Meter
Compound Meters are meters in which the beat divides into three, and then further
subdivides into six.
Duple Meters have groupings of two beats, Triple Meters have groupings of three beats,
and Quadruple Meters have groupings of four beats. You can determine these groupings
aurally by listening carefully and tapping along to the beat.
There are different conducting patterns for Duple, Triple, and Quadruple meters; these
are the same in both compound and simple meters.
Time signatures in compound meters express two things: how many divisions are
contained in each measure (the top number), and the division unit—which note gets the
division (the bottom number).
Rhythms in compound meters get different counts based upon their division unit. Beats
that are not articulated (because they contain more than one beat or because of ties,
rests, or dots) receive parentheses around their counts.

Lyric Template
“The Sky is Compound Meter”
The ___________________________________________________________ (A)
Can you ____________________________________________________________ (B)
The ___________________________________________________________ (A)
Can you ____________________________________________________________ (B)
I’ve been _______________________________________________________ (C)
And I’ve been wondering _______________________________________________(D)
I see ___________________________________________________________(A)
It was ______________________________________________________________(B)
I see ___________________________________________________________(A)
It was ______________________________________________________________(B)
You know it ______________________________________________________(C)
It made ____________________________________________________________(D)
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Chunk the Text

Ariela Policastro

What

When

Chunk the text is a reading strategy used to
break large passages of text into smaller
segments. Students chunk the text into
sections based on given criteria, and then
relate each section together to summarize the
passage. Sections may be indicated by
transition phrases, shifts of tone or time, new
material, new function or format of material, or
more.

This strategy can be used before, during and
after reading through the text. Before
reading, students may scan the text for clear
indications of new sections. When reading
through, students mark where they think a new
section begins. This prepares them to go back
and decide which sections to chunk, exploring
overarching themes, and finally summarize
their findings after the reading.

How

Why

Students are given a passage. Once the
historical context and difficult vocabulary has
been identified and discussed, give students
time to scan the text. Depending on the type of
text, students will chunk the text into
individual sections by identifying transition
phrases, tone shifts, indicators of time shifts,
or new material introduced. After relating
these ideas, students may generate a key
word/phrase summarizing each section.
Students may then write a summary sentence
for the whole text by combining and relating
their key words/phrases.

Chunking the text breaks down large pieces of
reading into more digestible chunks, phrases,
and finally, key words. This helps students to
process and comprehend the information that
they’ve covered. Students will also be able to
retain the information more easily from long
passages when they are broken down and
summarized.

Variations
•
•
•
•
•

Chunk your lesson plans, units, or curricula to present to students.
“Reverse Chunking” (aka scaffolding): Scaffold smaller key words/phrases/experiences
into larger themes/knowledges.
Science: Chunk the steps of a procedure for an experiment.
History: Use CtT when examining a speech to make connections between intent, content,
and historical context.
Music: Chunk sections of a musical piece when analyzing form structure.

Isbilen, E.S., McCauley, S.M., Kidd, E., Christiansen, M.H. (2020, June 30). “Statistically Induced
Chunking Recall: A Memory-Based Approach to Statistical Learning.” Cognitive Science: A
Multidisciplinary Journal. https://proxy.augustana.edu:2256/doi/10.1111/cogs.12848.
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Name: ____________________________________ Date: ______________ Period: ________

Chunking “Maalaulu (Earth Song)” by Michael McGlynn
Directions:
1. Listen to and read along with the recording of “Maalaulu.” As you listen, make a marking
wherever you think a new section begins in your music. Indicators could include the addition
of vocal parts, introducing a different language, or changing dynamics.
2. In the box below, brainstorm any key words or phrases you might use to describe each of
your marked sections.
3. In the bottom box create a sentence to summarize the whole piece in your own words. Be
ready to share your ideas with the class.
Key Words/Phrases

One-Sentence Summary
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Chunk the Text

Ainslie Lounsbury

Burke pg. 230-232
What is this strategy?
Chunk the Text is a strategy that involves students breaking a text down into smaller, more meaningful segments
that students can understand.
How do I use this strategy?
A text can be chunked down in many different ways, including:
● Paragraph
● Stanza
● Scene
● Line
● Sentence segments
Use more accessible texts when introducing this strategy. Follow this sequence:
● Provide examples
● Model the strategy
● Guide students through a first practice
● Students apply the strategy on their own
Why should I use this strategy in my classroom?
● Allows students to read with greater independence (Burke 230).
● Dramatically increases reading comprehension (Casteel 270).
● Increases reading speed (Keenan 62).
When should I use this strategy?
● Before: Use the Chunk the Text strategy to split a paragraph into manageable sections; particularly useful
when reading something that is less accessible.
● During: On a smaller scale, Chunk the Text can be used when encountering a difficult sentence while
reading a work.
Possible Variations:
● A similar concept can be applied to the arts as well. Musical notation in difficult passages can be broken
down into smaller sections to practice; when analyzing an artwork, you can break the work down into
sections to look at.
● Offer a section where students summarize each chunk they created.
● Ask students to explain why they chose to split the text up the way they did.
● Chunk individually, in small groups, or as an entire class.
Additional Resources:
Casteel, Clifton A. "Effects of Chunked Text-Material on Reading Comprehension of High and Low
Ability Readers." Reading Improvement, vol. 27, no. 4, 1990, pp. 269-275. ProQuest,
http://proxy.augustana.edu:2048/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/scholarly-journals/effects-chunked-textmaterial-on-reading/docview/1994304361/se-2?accountid=8432.
Keenan, Stacey A. "Effects of Chunking and Line Length on Reading Efficiency." Visible
Language, vol. 18, no. 1, 1984, pp. 61-80. ProQuest,
http://proxy.augustana.edu:2048/login?url=https://www.proquest.com/scholarly-journals/effects-chunking-linelength-on-reading/docview/1297966665/se-2?accountid=8432.
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Name:___________________

Date:______________

Period:______

Chunk the Text: The Classical Era
Directions: Chunk the following text into sections, then summarize each section in 1-2 sentences.
The dates of the classical period in Western music are generally accepted as being between about 1750 and 1820.
However, the term classical music is used in a colloquial sense as a synonym for Western art music, which describes
a variety of Western musical styles from the ninth century to the present, and especially from the sixteenth or
seventeenth to the nineteenth. This article is about the specific period from 1730 to 1820. The classical period falls
between the baroque and the romantic periods. The best-known composers from this period are Joseph Haydn,
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Ludwig van Beethoven, and Franz Schubert; other notable names include Luigi
Boccherini, Muzio Clementi, Antonio Soler, Antonio Salieri, François Joseph Gossec, Johann Stamitz, Carl
Friedrich Abel, Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, and Christoph Willibald Gluck. In the middle of the eighteenth century,
Europe began to move toward a new style in architecture, literature, and the arts, generally known as classicism.
This style sought to emulate the ideals of classical antiquity, especially those of classical Greece. While still tightly
linked to court culture and absolutism, with its formality and emphasis on order and hierarchy, the new style was
also “cleaner.” It favored clearer divisions between parts, brighter contrasts and colors, and simplicity rather than
complexity. In addition, the typical size of orchestras began to increase.

Section

Summary

Example: “The dates...between about 1750 and 1820.”

This section talks about the Classical period of music
occurring between 1750 and 1820.

https://courses.lumenlearning.com/musicappreciation_with_theory/chapter/overview-of-the-classical-era/
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Discussion Webs

Liz Martinez

Vacca pg.185-188

What is the strategy?
Discussion webs is a strategy that engages students with the text and each other through thoughtful discussions by
posing a question that reflects more than one point of view. The framework allows students to explore texts and the
different perspectives of a certain topic before concluding.
How:
1. Prepare students for reading by activating background knowledge, establishing any new vocabulary, and
encouraging them to make predictions about the text.
2. Have students read the text.
3. Introduce the discussion web and the question. In pairs, have students create a pro and con list in response
to the question, listing one or two for each side.
4. Combine partners into groups of four and have them compare their responses and conclude as a group.
5. Once each group has come to an agreement, have students report their overall conclusions to the rest of the
class, ending the activity with a whole class discussion.
Why:
•
•
•
•
•

Encourages individual interpretations, students can refine and formulate their own ideas
Allows for private “think-time”
Provides opportunity to analyze how other groups reached their conclusions
Total class involvement, which increases student accountability
Builds confidence

When:
•

Discussion Webs can be used as a pre reading activity, during reading and post reading activity to help
students formulate, organize, share their ideas through thoughtful discussion when engaging with a text.

Variations:
• Individual/Pairs/Small group/ Whole class discussion webs
• Strategy is adaptable to the goals and purpose of a lesson and most content areas subject
• History- Is King Arthur a real historical figure or myth? (Replace pro/cons with figure/myth)
• English- comparing two characters
• Math- relevant/irrelevant
Additional Resources:
Magpiong, David. “Discussion Webs.” DM Reading Strategies, 16 June 2018,
https://dmreadingstrategies.wordpress.com/during-strategies/discussion-webs/.
Burke, J. (2000). Reading reminders: Tools, tips, and Techniques. Boynton/Cook Publishers
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Name: ________________________________________ Date: _____________________ Period: ____________

Discussion Web: Spanish Culture
Directions: Individually, read the following passage. Then answer the main discussion question, be sure to list at
least 1-2 ideas to support each side. Be ready to share with classmates and the rest of the class.
In Latin America and Europe combined, approximately 250,000 bulls die each year from bullfighting. All
bullfighting countries have a fascinating history, with a rich culture that they should be proud of. However,
evidence is showing us that most citizens of these countries do not want animal cruelty to be part of their heritage.
Within bullfighting countries there is a small but strong following that keeps bullfighting alive, largely based on the
claim that it is part of the country’s culture. The latest polls in Spain show us that over 72% of Spanish people have
no interest in bullfighting. This climbs to over 80% in the autonomous region of Catalonia. Anti-bullfighting
sentiment is growing across Europe and Latin America – people are standing up against the protection of
bullfighting as part of national heritage and calling for an end to this cruel spectacle.

Would banning Bullfighting be a major
loss to Spain’s culture?
NO

Yes

Concluding thoughts
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Discussion Web

Isabelle Jordan

Featured on: Vacca, pgs 185-188

What

When

The Discussion Web
sheet is a reading
strategy designed to
engage directly with the
text and formulate
discussion and opinions
on topics pertaining to
the text.

This strategy can be used
during and after reading, as a
way to generate student-led
discussion and avoid teacher
dominated lectures. In
addition, when a text
addresses more
controversial/debatable
topics, this is a great strategy
to push students to see both
sides of an issue/argument.

How
Why

-Begin by asking questions to
activate prior knowledge on
the topic.

Discussion webs are perfect
for having students consider a
topic from multiple
perspectives. In addition, it
has the students work
together take a stance and
defend their reasoning for the
conclusion. Lastly, it allows
for students to form their own
interpretations on the text

- After students have read the
passage, have them fill out the
discussion web.
-Collaborate with small groups
to discuss both sides and then
come to a concluding
statement/stance.

Variations
•
•
•
•

Can be used during ethical debates/discussions in History class.
For music, can be used to decide the tone/mood is certain songs.
For math, can be used to break down relevant/irrelevant parts of a word
problem.
Can also be used as a writing prompt
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Name: _____________________ Date:____________ Period: _________
Discussion Web Worksheet
Directions: Generate responses that indicate why you agree and disagree with the following question. Then,
work in groups of 4 and compare your responses to the question. Discuss which side you think is more accurate,
and write a concluding statement that summarizes why you support that side.

Agree

Disagree
Should books with
controversial
topics, like
euthanasia in The
Giver, be removed
from school
i l ?

Conclusion
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How to Read Tests

Will Crouch

Burke pg. 149-150

What is Reading a Test?
Reading a test is in its basic form, breaking down and understanding the text and phrasing within a test/assessment.
The objective is to comprehend how the test works and how it must be read. Understanding the language of the test
will help you to find and isolate where you may find the answers.
Why should you read through tests?
It allows the students to make inferences about important sections of the questions. It ultimately helps to set them
up for success. If they read through a test front to back, they’ll better understand it, and will be able to better
identify the correct answers.
When?
When reading a text, you will be reading it before, during and after answering the problems. A student should be
constantly checking back through questions to see if what they respond with is correct. It will also always benefit
them to preview the questions, double check them while answering, and to review them before turning them in, as
to make sure that you answered them correctly and have no regrets after.
How do you read a test?
There are multiple steps and tips to help your students when reading the questions/instructions during a test. Let it
be known that some of these tips depend on the sort of test you will give them, as well as what they are instructed to
do.
Skim and Scan- Flip through the test to get a sense of what to expect. Then you know what they should expect to
better prioritize their time and attention.
Do the easy ones first- After skimming, answer the easy ones that they know without having to think about it. This
will give them more time to read the harder ones more closely. Activate previous knowledge to figure them out.
Read all possible answers first before answering- In a multiple-choice setting, read through all the answers, so that
you can make sure there are no surprises. Even if you think you know the answer, make sure you are attentive so
you don’t miss questions on easy mistakes.
Eliminate the wrong answers- If you can’t immediately find the answer, work backwards and get rid of answers
that obviously aren’t correct.
Paraphrase the question in your own words- Break down a question as you understand it to better find the answer.
Watch out for traps- Make sure you consider what a question is really asking. Wording can trip them up if you’re
not careful.
Answer the question before looking at the answers- Prime yourself to know the answer when it's shown.
Read recursively-Circle back to see what you are reading, so you can be active with the text and attentive to any
information that might lead to the answer.
Answer in the order that works best for you- Answer in the order that makes sense to you. Create a system that will
help you remember what questions still have to be answered. Prioritize in level of importance.
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Name:

Class:

Date:

WW2 Test
Directions: Carefully read all the questions below before reading. Consider what the question is
asking, and then give the best answers out of the multiple-choice options provided.
1. What was the action that started WW2?
a. The bombing of Pearl Harbor
b. The German invasion of Poland
c. The Japanese invasion of China
d. None of the above

2. Where did the US government put Japanese-American citizens after Pearl Harbor
a. Concentration camps
b. Internment camps
c. Guantanamo Bay
d. US prisons
3. What country didn’t declare war on Germany?
a. Russia
b. Japan
c. Italy
d. All of the above

4. Where was the surrender of France signed?
a. France
b. Poland
c. Britain
d. Neither b or c

5. Why did Japan bomb Pearl Harbor?
a. The U.S. prevented Japan’s expansion
b. Japan wanted control over the Pacific Ocean
c. Japan wanted to prevent any intervention from the US in their war against China
d. All of the above
6. Who was the final allied power to declare war on Japan?
a. America
b. England
c. Germany
d. Russia

7. Who was being tried for war crimes in Germany during the Nuremberg Trials?
a. The International Military Tribunal
b. Head members of the Nazi leadership
c. All the leaders of the Axis powers
d. The Allied powers
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How to Read Tests

AJ Weber

What?

How?

This strategy is a method for students to learn
how to take tests. It is a series of specific
instructions of how to look at a test in order to
decipher it. Students will use this to test more
efficiently.

Teaching this strategy to students requires
teaching them the steps (below) on what to do
when first looking at a test. Eventually they will
internalize this and look at a test in these critical
ways.

Why?

When?

Testing is something that is very common in
education, and students should not be expected to
automatically know how to do it. Just like
content, behaviour, and etiquette, students must
be taught how to take tests in order to be
successful doing them.

This strategy should be used before students take
tests, and should be reinforced in every class they
are tested in, as every class's content and testing
style is going to differ slightly from one another.
They will need these strategies throughout their
education.

Steps:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skim and scan
Do the easy ones first
Read all the possible answers first before answering
Eliminate the wrong answers
Paraphrase the question in your own words
Watch out for traps
Try to answer the question before looking at the answers
Read recursively
Read the answer sheet
Answer in the order that works best for you

Variations:
English - Reading tests
History - Tests on specific information from time periods
Languages - Tests on readings or listenings in other languages
Math - Tests on specific material
Music - Written tests on specific content
Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Portsmouth, NH: Boynton/Cook, 2000.
University of South Florida. (n.d.). Top 10 test-taking strategies - University of South Florida. University of South Florida
Undergraduate Studies. Retrieved November 4, 2021, from https://www.usf.edu/undergrad/academic-successcenter/documents/10-test-taking-strategies.pdf.
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Name: ______________________________ Date: ______________ Period: ______
How to Read Tests
Directions: Using test reading strategies, look over this test and figure out the best way to approach each
question, as well as the test overall. We will then listen to Ave Verum Corpus by W.A. Mozart
(1756-1791). Then, take the test, circling the letter of the correct answers.
1. What instrument is NOT being used in Ave Verum Corpus?
A. Voices (SATB)
B. Piano
C. Violin
D. String Bass
2. What year was Mozart born?
A. 1948
B. 1702
C. 48 B.C.E.
D. 1756

3. What is the time signature of the piece?
A. 2/2 (Cut time)
B. 4/4 (Common time)
C. 2/4
D. 3/4

4. Generally, what was the overall dynamic of the piece?
A. Fortissimo (very loud)
B. Forte (loud)
C. Piano (soft)
D. Pianissimo (very soft)
5. In 2-3 sentences, describe your reaction to the piece.
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IEPC

Juliana Wallace
Content Area Reading by Vacca, Vacca, and Mraz pg. 164-166

Imagine, Elaborate, Predict, Confirm
What is it?
This strategy helps students create mental images as they read or
listen. The strategy encourages students to use visual imagery to
enhance their understanding of the topic at hand.

Why use it?
This strategy helps students work on imagination and aid their
learning comprehension. It also helps them work on asking
questions and exploring the content in a more meaningful way.

When to use it?
Use this strategy when introducing a new topic to class. This can be used to have students
work on vocabulary and also be a baseline of students prior knowledge of the topic before
diving into it.

How to use it?
Have students imagine the scene from the book or the music that you have selected.
Encourage them to describe things. Have them elaborate on those details. Have
students predict what they are going to be working on. During and After working on
the topic, have students recall their predictions. Can they confirm their predictions?

Variations:
●
●
●

Physical chart or on Google document or Word document
Discussion-based on whiteboard or smartboard (group activity vs. alone)
In conjunction with a think-pair-share
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Name:

Date:

Period:

IEPC
Directions: Together we are going to listen to a piece of music. While listening, fill out the Imagine and
Elaborate section of the worksheet. Ask yourself questions like “What do I hear?” “What could that
sound be imitating?” and “What am I imagining while listening?” Then we are going to pause the music,
and I want you to Predict what you think will come next. At the end of the piece, we will discuss and
Confirm if our predictions were correct.

Imagine

Elaborate

Predict
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Confirm

Making Predictions

Madison Fouts
Burke 185-198, 207-209

★ What is this strategy?
○
○
○

This strategy is a way to predict what might be coming next in the text by looking at specific words
or phrases that might foreshadow what is to come.
Students analyze what they are reading and use that information to make an educated guess on
what they think is going to happen next.
Remember to let the students know it is okay for them to be wrong.

★ Why is it important?
○

This strategy allows students to refer to their prior knowledge of a subject to try to predict what
will happen next.

○

It is another way to interact with the text. By guessing what they think will happen next, students
are more likely to remember what actually happened.

○

It allows students to be creative and use their critical thinking skills!

○

We are constantly making predictions. We guess what happens next in the books we are reading
and the movies we are watching. Students may not realize that they can use this skill in your
content area to better retain information.

★ When should I use this?
○

Before-Have students make predictions based on the title and subtitles of what they are reading.
■ This gets their mind working and allows them to focus on what they think are the main points
of the reading.

○

During-Have students stop while they read and predict what they believe will happen next.
■ This allows students to chunk the text and practice insert note taking.

○

After-After reading and making their predictions, have students refer back to the text and compare
if they were right or wrong? What made them predict something would happen, and what happened
instead?
■ This will help students retain the information they have learned.

★ How do I use this?
○

You can interrupt a reading or a video and ask students what they think will happen next.

○

Use a three-column organizer to have students write down what is happening, what they think will
happen, and if they were right.

★ How Can This Be Used in Other Content Areas?
○

English: Making predictions about the book you are reading based on the cover and summary.

○

History: Looking at war propaganda and predicting what they think the message was trying to
convey vs what it actually meant.

○

Science: Reading the abstract of a study and predicting what the results will say.

○

Math: Using the information in a story problem to predict what they will be asked to do.
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Name:

Period:

Date:______________

Making Predictions
When instructed, read the assigned section of the piece. After reading, complete each category for
the prescribed section. Use the “What do you think will happen next?” to predict what you believe will
happen in the next part of the song. After reading, put a + or - based on if you were correct with your
prediction.
What Section?

What is Happening?

What Will Happen Next?

Section 1:
“Who”-”warm”

Section 2:
“My”-”mist”

Section 3:
“Sweet”-”robe”

Section 4:
“Father”-”leaves”

Section 5:
“Won’t”-”sleep”

Section 6:
“Father””Gleaming”
Section 7:
“I”-”me”

Section 8:
“The”-”arms”
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+ OR -

Making Predictions

Erica Smith

Vacca pg. 180-185; Burke pg. 191-193
What: The K-W-L strategy is an organizer that allows students to reflect on past learning, ask important
questions, predict new information, and identify areas of learning and growth.
How:
-"What do I know about this topic?": Before beginning a unit, lesson, or text, provide students with the
opportunity to reflect on their background knowledge and experiences of the content.
-"What do I want to know about this topic?": Next, encourage students to identify questions they still
have about the topic or predict new information they will be learning.
-"What have I learned about this topic?": After the lesson, prompt students to summarize their
learning, looking back at their questions and prior knowledge as evidence of growth.
Why:
-Activates prior knowledge / experiences and prepares students to learn (Burke 191).
-Improves students' organizational skills (De Silva 214).
-Increases reading comprehension (Tok 194).
-Increases metacognition (Tok 208).
-Intrinsically motivating (De Silva 214)
When:
-Before: Use the K-W-L as a "before" strategy by activating students' prior knowledge, preparing
students' minds to learn new information, and challenging students to predict the important questions that
will be answered throughout the lesson.
-During: Use the K-W-L organizer as a tool for students to track their learning throughout the lesson,
revisit foundational information and experiences relating to the topic, and to focus on their specific
questions.
-After: Use the K-W-L organizer as a way for students to recognize their own learning and growth as a
result of the lesson. Have students compare what they thought they knew and what they wanted to know
with what they learned. This serves as a visual of progress for both you, the teacher, and your students.
Possible Variations:
-Individual / Small Group / Whole Class K-W-L's
-Add a column for emotional responses when appropriate
-Add an additional column for remaining questions
-Use as a tool for reciprocal teaching
Additional Resources:
De Silva, D. V. M. (2020). “Developing Self-Regulated Learning Skills in University Students
Studying in the Open and Distance Learning Environment Using the KWL Method”. Journal of
Learning for Development, 7(2), 204–217.
Tok, S. (2013). “Effects of the Know-Want-Learn Strategy on Students’ Mathematics
Achievement, Anxiety and Metacognitive Skills”. Metacognition and Learning, 8(2), 193–212.
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Name: ________________________________ Date:______________________ Period:_____

K-W-L: Pythagorean Theorem
Instructions: First, reflect on your understanding of the Pythagorean theorem (a2+b2=c2), and
write down anything you remember in the "Know" column. Next, identify information you still
want to know about the Pythagorean theorem, and place it in the "Want to Know" column.
Finally, after the lesson, summarize what you have learned in the "Learned" column.

"What I Know"

"What I Want to Know"
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"What I Have Learned"

Microtheme

Sydney Keehner

Vacca pg. 244

What is this strategy?
A microtheme is a brief piece of writing that results in a great deal of thinking. Essentially, it’s a mini essay.
How do I use this strategy?
Students read the text they are given while they collect key points or crucial notes on a piece of paper. Using either
a notecard (five-by-eight inch), or a half sheet of paper, they are then encouraged to write a few sentences based on
the desired purpose of the microtheme. Possible purposes for the microtheme could be:
• A summary of the information
• New ideas that jump out to during the initial reading of the text
• Breaking down and synthesizing the information
• “Taking a stand” on an issue of the reading, or hot button topic
After writing, students can discuss in groups to share answers, raise questions/concerns, and there could be
additional room for a follow-up discussion as a whole class.
Why should you use microthemes?
Leahy states several benefits to this method including space limit helps them learn to focus, more critical of
what they put into the paper, and why.
Garner’s findings state the following: Eliminates use of filler in writing, and concentrates on valuable
information, enhances the writing process by retrieving, organizing, and communicating the text
Vacca points out: Reflect on information, and break it down into more comprehensible pieces, encourages
summation and data-collecting as well as defining content in a short and meaningful way
When should you use microthemes?
The steps of microthemes are most appropriate for an after reading setting. This is because after reading and
taking notes on the material given, students are allotted time to condense the content, weigh what information goes
into the paragraph, and determine how to convey the text in a meaningful way that touches on all its crucial
components. In doing so, students absorb the information properly, and access the points and subpoints of the
content, and review the content in both writing, and discussions with their peers.
Other variations of microthemes?
As stated, there are countless variations of using this method as a strategy. For context, here are a few primary
examples in other content areas:
• While reading an excerpt about the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Social Studies, students could
be given a microtheme, and take stand in a small paragraph as to whether the US Government should have
executed that decision.
• In English, after reading a selection from The Canterbury Tales, students could break down the notable
events and plot points in a summary of the text.
• In Science, after reading a small chapter regarding recessive and dominant genes, students could dedicate a
mini paragraph in rephrasing important ideas and clarify what information felt novel or interesting in the
reading.
Additional Resources:
Garner, R.Michael. “An Efficient Approach to Writing across the Curriculum: Microthemes in
Accounting Classes.” Journal of Education for Business, vol. 69, no. 4, Mar. 1994, p. 211.
EBSCOhost, doi:10.1080/08832323.1994.10117686.
Leahy, Richard. “Microthemes: An Experiment with Very Short Writings.” College Teaching, vol.
42, no. 1,Winter 1994, p. 15. EBSCOhost, doi:10.1080/87567555.1994.9926808.
Vacca, Richard T., et al. Content Area Reading Literacy and Learning Across the Curriculum. Pearson, 2017.
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Name:_______________________________ Date:_________________________ Period:____________
Directions: Carefully read the sonnet below.
Shakespeare’s Sonnet 18: Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day?
Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day?
Thou art more lovely and more temperate:
Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May,
And summer’s lease hath all too short a date;
Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines,
And often is his gold complexion dimm'd;
And every fair from fair sometime declines,
By chance or nature’s changing course untrimm'd;
But thy eternal summer shall not fade,
Nor lose possession of that fair thou ow’st;
Nor shall death brag thou wander’st in his shade,
When in eternal lines to time thou grow’st:
So long as men can breathe or eyes can see,
So long lives this, and this gives life to thee.

After reading the sonnet, please answer the following questions to the best of your ability in 5-6
sentences:
1. What is William Shakespeare trying to say in this sonnet?
2. What are some examples of diction and syntax in this sonnet?

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Now that you’ve written your response, share your findings with your table, see if you have any points
that are similar, or different about your interpretations of the sonnet.
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Microthemes

Jennifer Ramirez
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Name:_________________________ Date:______________________Period:_______

Microthemes
Directions: After individually reading the passage below, write a microtheme answering the following
question, “Why do you think Esmeralda feels this way, if you were in her position would you react the same
way? If so, why?”. Use evidence from the text to support your answer and remember that a microtheme should
be short, it should be about one paragraph long.
Passage: Excerpt from Esmeralda Santiago’s “Cuando era Puertorriqueña”
“I’M NOT AFRAID . . . I’M NOT AFRAID . . . I’M NOT AFRAID.” Every day I walked home
from school repeating those words. The broad streets and sidewalks that had impressed
me so on the first day we had arrived had become as familiar as the dirt road from
Macún to the highway. Only my curiosity about the people who lived behind these walls
ended where the façades of the buildings opened into dark hallways or locked doors.
Nothing good, I imagined, could be happening inside if so many locks had to be
breached to go in or step out. It was on these tense walks home from school that I
decided I had to get out of Brooklyn. Mami had chosen this as our home, and just like
every other time we’d moved, I’d had to go along with her because I was a child who
had no choice. But I wasn’t willing to go along with her on this one. “How can people
live like this?” I shrieked once, desperate to run across a field, to feel grass under my feet
instead of pavement. “Like what?” Mami asked, looking around our apartment, the
kitchen and living room crisscrossed with sagging lines of drying diapers and bedclothes.
“Everyone on top of each other. No room to do anything. No air.” “Do you want to go
back to Macún, to live like savages, with no electricity, no toilets . . .” “At least you could
step outside every day without somebody trying to kill you.” “Ay, Negi, stop
exaggerating!” “I hate my life!” I yelled. “Then do something about it,” she yelled back.
Until Mr. Barone showed me the listing for Performing Arts High School, I hadn’t known
what to do.
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Plus Minus Interesting (PMI)

Nathan Maras

Wormeli 150-152
What is the strategy?
The plus minus interesting (PMI) strategy is a creative lateral thinking tool that can critically examine texts, analyze the
implications and to stimulate the sharing of thoughts and ideas.
How do I use this strategy?
Students will read the text they are given, and reflect on the positives, negatives and interesting points of the article. This can
reflect on a specific statement given by the teacher (Like I did in class) or be more opened ended, where students can
brainstorm the positives and negatives of the article as a whole.
Step One: Consider the Plus Points- Enumerate all the positive points you can think of.
Step Two: Consider the Minus Points- Enumerate all the negative points you can think of.
Step Three: Consider the Interesting Points of the Situation- Enumerate all the interesting points you can think of.
Step Four: Make Your Conclusion: Evaluate all three points and make a judgment about the article or statement.
Why should you use PMI?
• Helps students brainstorm different ideas
• Make decisions by analyzing and weighing the pros and cons
• Students can identify strengths and weaknesses for future improvements
When should I use PMI?
Before: When used before students can reflect their own personal knowledge of a subject, and reflect on its positives,
negatives, and interesting points. If used before, it would be wise to come back to this strategy after the lesson, so students can
reflect on what knowledge they have learned.
During: Students can be given an article like I provided today and reflect again on its positives, negatives, and interesting
points.
After: Students again can relate and compare their knowledge after the unit to what they observed before any information was
given to them.
Other Variations of PMI?
• Whole Class Approach- It can be used as a whole class activity where the chart is written on the board, and students
can voice their ideas out loud.
• Summarize strategies- Students could not only list the pluses, minuses, and interesting points but reflect on their key
points, and summarize the article.
• Specific Class Courses
o History- Create a statement on the specific unit Ex. “President Bush made the right decision to declare war
on Iraq after the attacks of 9/11”
o Science- Could be used on a discussion of a specific hypothesis
o Spanish- Create a statement about culture Ex. “Catalonia and Spain should be separated as two different
countries”
Additional Sources:

Costello , C. (2021, July 23). PMI Plus, minus, interesting strategy. Virtual. Retrieved November 15, 2021, from
https://www.virtuallibrary.info/pmi-plus-minus-interesting-strategy.html.
How can plus minus interesting strategy be used in the classroom? Professional Learning Board RSS. (n.d.). Retrieved
November 15, 2021, from https://k12teacherstaffdevelopment.com/tlb/how-can-plus-minus-interesting-strategy-be-used-in-theclassroom/.
What's the deal with Richard Wagner? Symphony Nova Scotia. (n.d.). Retrieved November 15, 2021, from
https://symphonynovascotia.ca/faqs/symphony-101/whats-the-deal-with-richard-wagner/.
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Name__________________________________ Date_____________________ Period: _________

P-M-I
Directions: Based on the article on Richard Wagner reflect on the positives, negatives,
and interesting points of playing his music in concert halls today.

Statement: We should still perform and welcome Wagner's music in concert
halls today.
Pluses +

Minuses -

Reflection:
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Interesting!

P-M-I (Plus, Minus, Interesting)

By: Abby Johnson

Wormeli pg. 184-187

What?
First explained by Edward de Bono in the 80s, PMI (Plus, Minus, Interesting) is a literacy strategy used to get
students to think critically, analyze, brainstorm, summarize, and make decisions about a certain topic or idea they
have been studying/have read about by considering advantages, disadvantages, and other interesting pieces of
information found within the text.

How?
After reading something or after discussing a certain topic, give students a worksheet with three columns: “plus”,
“minus”, and “interesting”. Consider adding a bottom section labeled “reflection”. Then, give them a statement
(worded positive OR negatively) that asks them to consider multiple sides of an argument. For example, in an art
class you could say “the artist’s use of the line and lighting are the best ways to determine a painting’s quality.” They
will put the positive aspects in the plus section, negative aspects in the minus section, and things that don't fall into
either category but still should be considered in the interesting column. After a discussion either in small groups,
classwide, or both, they fill in the “reflection” column to re-examine their original position.

When?
This strategy can be used before reading, but seems to be best after reading. Using it before could introduce
students to a controversial topic/idea and give them a chance to form an initial stance on it. They can brainstorm both
sides of the argument before actually reading about it. Using it after allows students to call on the knowledge they
have been looking at and summarize it by considering advantages, disadvantages, and other important pieces of
information. Then they can finalize their stance in the reflection section.

Why?
Using a PMI is a great way for students to analyze and summarize texts that they have read or topics they have
discussed in class. With the PMI, students need to think critically about the statement, the evidence, and what they
know in order to weigh the pros, cons, and other information, and ultimately draw conclusions after reviewing
evidence. It also might require students to reread or revisit the text they read or notes they took to identify these
pros and cons.Students must carefully consider their opinions and decisions before vocalizing them. After filling out
the PMI, discussing in small groups and then a larger group setting allows them to defend and usually re-evaluate
their stances. Ultimately the PMI allows students to consider pros and cons about a certain topic in relation to other
interesting ideas they discover along the way. CONSIDERING MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES

Variations:
History: Students read an article and are given the following statement: "We should extend diplomatic relations with
Russia."
English: After reading Catcher in the Rye, students use a PMI to consider this statement: "The main theme of
Catcher in the Rye is the protection of innocence."
Math: Give students a problem and have them do a PMI (maybe 3 mini PMIs) on the 3 methods for solving systems
of equations to determine which one would work best for their given problem.
Music: Have students listen to a recording of a piece they will soon be performing and have them do a PMI based on
implementing some of the techniques from the recording into their own version (i.e. we should implement the
dynamics, breaths, tempo changes, etc. that we see in this recording.)
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P-M-I Assignment
Directions: Read the attached Nationalnews.com article excerpt that explains France’s ongoing debate regarding whether or
not to ban the Hijab (veil worn by Muslim women), then consider the following statement and utilize the P-M-I strategy to
explain your thoughts/views. To refresh, put positive aspects and advantages in the “plus” section, negative aspects and
disadvantages in the “minus” section, and anything you found striking/worth considering in the “interesting” section.
Leave the reflection section blank until after we discuss. The statement you are being asked to think about is:

“France should NOT ban the Hijab”

Plus (+)

Minus (-)

Reflection:
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Interesting (!)

Point of View Guides

Jack Beemsterboer

What?
Point of view guides (or POVGs) are guided reading questions intended to put the student in the “shoes”
of a certain character or person. They typically are written as interview questions and encourage creative
responses!

How?
Point of view guides are easy to plan, and very effective. Pick a text with a perspective students can
place themselves in. Then, ask interview-style questions that require students to synthesize a persona
based on material in the reading. Another variation asks students to write a letter in response to a
prompt.

Why?
POVGs are useful literacy strategies for several reasons. They can engage and excite students to read,
and they also are a proven method of improving student comprehension. By utilizing a POVG in the
classroom, you are stimulating your students’ reading comprehension in a fun and creative way.

When?
Although POVGs can be called upon throughout the reading process, these are primarily during reading
strategies. Ask students to respond to questions as they read through the text. This keeps the
information fresh in their minds as they articulate unique responses to these perspective questions. It
may also be useful to introduce and go over the questions before reading to prime students for what they
will read.

Variations
POVGs are a very versatile reading strategy that can be used across different content areas. History
teachers can use textbook passages, primary source document, or other forms of text. English teachers
use it for novels, poetry, short stories, or biographies. Music teachers can place students in the mindset
of a composer. Even science teachers can use POVGs - students can be asked to put themselves in the
mindset of an animal or even a cell!
Sources:
Miller, Laura. “Life at Valley Forge (1777–1778, by Albigence Waldo).” Encyclopedia.Com,
www.encyclopedia.com/history/dictionaries-thesauruses-pictures-and-press-releases/life-valleyforge-1777-1778-albigence-waldo. Accessed 8 Oct. 2021.
Vacca, Richard, et al. “Writing Across the Curriculum.” Content Area Reading: Literacy and Learning
Across the Curriculum, 12th ed., Pearson, 2019, pp. 245–47.
Wood, Karen. “Practical Strategies for Improving Instruction.” National Middle School Association, 1994,
pp. 101–06.
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Point of View Guide - Valley Forge
Read the following primary source document about a doctor’s experience in the American Revolution. Then,
answer the questions that follow from the perspective of a soldier who experienced Valley Forge with Dr. Waldo.
Each answer should be 2-3 sentences long. Please use a sheet of notebook paper to write your responses. Don’t be
afraid to get creative!

Scenario: Your name is Robert Smith, a Pennsylvanian farmer who volunteered to join the Continental Army. You
believe in the Patriot cause with your whole heart, but the horrible conditions in Valley Forge have put your loyalty
to the test.

Questions: Many of your fellow soldiers are sick and dying, and hundreds have deserted, yet Dr. Waldo mentions
that many soldiers are showing surprising “alacrity.” What motivates you to stay with the army?

You receive a letter from your family. Your wife, Grace, has come down with a serious illness. However, she wants
you to know that she is proud of your efforts in the army. You’re conflicted - will you stay loyal to the Continental
Army, or will you risk everything to desert the army and help care for Grace?
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Point of View Guides (POVGs)

Jordan Francis

Vacca pg. 245-247
What are Point of View Guides?
Point of View Guides help students connect their reading and writing in a creative and fun way. Point of
View Guides are constructed in an interview format that allows students to write about experiences that
are their own. Students are getting a different point of view in their writing because they are normally not
writing about themselves.
How do you use Point of View Guides?
You use the Point of View effectively by asking questions to students that require them to write from a
different point of view than they normally would. The teacher should provide the students with a reading
or a situation and ask them questions about whichever is chosen. You should ask your students questions
that make them sound like the main character of the reading or situation and the students will be required
to answer the questions as if they were a part of the story.
Why should you use Point of View Guides?
Point of View Guides help improve students' reading comprehension skills and they are forced to write in
a way that many of them are not very experienced with. Point of View Guides keep students interested in
the readings and allow them to analyze a reading and write about themselves. It is a fun literacy strategy
because it allows students to still learn something while being creative and having fun with the responses
to the questions that you provide them.
When should you use Point of View Guides?
Point of View Guides are typically used after reading. The students are provided with questions that help
them analyze what they have read and respond to the questions in the first-person point of view.
Possible Variations:
Point of View Guides can be used in all the different content areas. You can provide your students with
any situation and ask them questions that require them to write from a different point of view and is a
variation of a role-playing activity. Unsent letters are sometimes considered Point of View Guides
because students are put in a somewhat hypothetical situation where they are writing to someone who is
fictional or someone who can not actually receive the letter.
Additional Sources:
Magpiong, David. “Point of View Guides (Aka Povgs).” DM Reading Strategies, 16 June 2018,
https://dmreadingstrategies.wordpress.com/after-strategies/point-of-view-guides-aka-povgs/.
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Point of View Guide: Word Problems
Directions: Read the following situation and answer the questions that follow.
Situation: You are going to have a huge birthday party. You want to invite all of your friends and family
and have food that is going to be served that is going to make the guests feel like this is the best birthday
party they have ever been to. However, your parents are limiting you to a budget of 200 dollars. In your
town, there is a good burger place and a delicious pizza place. The burger place charges 5 dollars per
burger and the pizza place charges 20 dollars per pizza. Your parents are leaving you to decide who is
going to come to the party and what food will be served. Your parents also are allowing you to decide
where the party will take place.
Questions:
For questions 1-3, remember that you have a budget of $200
1. How many family members are you going to invite to the party?

2. How many of your friends are you going to invite?

3. Without going over budget and making sure that all the guests will be served, how many burgers
and pizzas will be bought for your party? Show your work.

4. Write a short paragraph about your party using the answers to the first three questions and the
location of your party in your response.
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One-Word Summaries

Evan Pruyn

Summarization in Any Subject, Rick Wormeli
Page 148

● What is it?
○ This strategy revolves around asking the students to summarize a thing with only one word
and to explain why they choose it. This results in students using all of the knowledge they
have learned from the thing they are summarizing in order to find the most fitting word.
● How to do it?
○ This reading strategy can be implemented by asking students to summarize the lesson’s
topic in only one word, and to explain why they choose that word in a sentence or two.
● Why do it in the first place?
○ It is easy to do this strategy as it is an extremely short summary of any source, but results
in students using just as much critical thinking and analysis skills as writing out a more
lengthy summary.
● When to use this strategy?
○ Doing this activity after a reading to see if students are able to grasp the concepts given
during the reading. Alternatively it can be done before a lesson to get an understanding of
the prior knowledge the students have of a subject/topic.
● Other variations?
○ One variation of this strategy could be to have the class come up with a number of them,
for example 3, and have them argue for or against the chosen words until you settle on the
desired number of words.
○ If students are struggling with narrowing a summary to 1 word, do it in chunks. Start with
a paragraph summary, then a sentence summary, finally have them choose a word from the
sentence to be the one word summary.
○ Alternatively give students a number of one word summaries and have them connect it to
the reading, this can be made easier or more difficult with your selection of words
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Name:__________________________________________ Date: _________________ Period: ________
The Laws of Thermodynamics

1. The first law is also called conservation of energy. Energy cannot be created or destroyed
in an isolated system.
2. The second law states that entropy of any isolated system will always increase. As this
disorder increases, energy is transformed into less usable forms. Thus the efficiency of any
process is less than 100%
3. The third law states that the entropy of a system approaches a constant value as the
temperature approaches absolute zero (0 Kelvin or -273oC).

For each of the laws listed above summarize it in one word and explain why you choose that particular
word in the spaces provided.
1) Word: ______________________
Explain:

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
2) Word: ______________________
Explain:

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
3) Word: ______________________
Explain:

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
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Questioning the Author (QtA)

Nicole Kunz

What is the strategy
• Questioning the Author is a literacy strategy that allows students to develop a deeper understanding of
a text by asking questions about the author and the author’s intent. Asking and answering meaningful
questions about the author in the text allows students to be more actively engaged and develop a
deeper understanding.
How to use the strategy
1. Examine the text from the student’s perspective. Preferably pick a text that students will find
interesting because they will be more engaged with a text that piques their interest.
2. Identify important ideas, problems, and questions that might arise from the reading.
3. Segment parts of the text into chunks to allow for students to have a closer examination of the text
4. Develop “queries” which can be put into three general categories. These are meant to develop
students’ thoughts into more complex ideas and problems and eventually come up with their own
questions for the author.
A. Initiating
1. “What is the author trying to say?”
2. “What is the author’s message?”
B. Narrative
1. “What do you think will happen in the next passage?”
2. “What situations is the character in now?”
C. Follow-up
1. “What does this mean when they write. . . ?”
2. “Does the author explain their point of view effectively?”
Why use the strategy
• Helps students to comprehend difficult texts
• Students are able to engage more with the reading
• Teaches students to think critically about the author’s intent, personal biases, audience, etc.
• It can be used in a variety of different grade levels
When to use the strategy
• This strategy is best during and after reading. It can be used during the reading to help students better
understand the text and make inferences. It can also be used after the reading to have further
discussions or answer lingering questions the students may have.
Variations
• Strategy
o This strategy could be used individually, in groups, or in an entire classroom setting.
o Student groups could be comprised of different abilities.
• Content areas
o English- examine the author’s meaning of novels, poems, or short stories.
o Music - examine why the composer made certain decisions within the piece
o History - examine primary or secondary sources or historical fiction novels
Sources:
Beck, Isabel & Mckeown, Margaret & Sandora, Cheryl & Kucan, Linda & Worthy, Jo. (1996). Questioning the
Author: A Yearlong Classroom Implementation to Engage Students with Text. Elementary School Journal ELEM SCH J. 96. 10.1086/461835.
Fordham, Nancy W. “Crafting Questions That Address Comprehension Strategies in Content Reading.”
Journal of Adolescent & Adult Literacy, vol. 49, no. 5, [Wiley, International Reading Association], 2006, pp.
390–96, http://www.jstor.org/stable/40012802.
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Name: _________________________________

Date: ________________

Period: _________

Directions: This excerpt is from Upton Sinclair’s novel The Jungle. Read the paragraph and answer the
following questions for the QtA guide. Be prepared to discuss your answers with the entire class.
An excerpt from The Jungle: Questioning the Author
This is no fairy story and no joke; the meat would be shoveled into carts, and the man who did the shoveling
would not trouble to lift out a rat even when he saw one – there were things that went into the sausage in
comparison with which a poisoned rat was a tidbit. Here was a population, low-class and mostly foreign,
hanging always on the verge of starvation, and dependent for its opportunities of life upon the whim of men
every bit as brutal and unscrupulous as the old-time slave drivers; under such circumstances, immorality
was exactly as inevitable, and as prevalent, as it was under the system of chattel slavery. Things that were
quite unspeakable went on there in the packing houses all the time, and were taken for granted by
everybody; only they did not show, as in the old slavery times, because there was no difference in color
between master and slave.

Initial questions:
1. What is the author talking about?

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

2. What do you know about the author based on this passage?

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

Follow-up questions:
3. Why does the author mean when he wrote “dependent for its opportunities of life upon the whim of
men every bit as brutal and unscrupulous as the old-time slave drivers?”

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

4. Did the author clearly explain why these events are “chattel slavery?”

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

5. How does the phrase “This is no fairy story and no joke” fit what the author describes in the text?

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

6. Did you find your answers directly in the paragraph or did you have to make inferences based on
what you read?

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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Questioning the Author (QtA)

Paul Huber

What QtA is:
QtA is a comprehension strategy designed to promote the asking of questions by students during
reading. Students are required to engage with ideas while reading a text, rather than waiting until they
are finished to engage with the ideas of a text. The teacher creates discussion through questioning at
pre-determined spots throughout the reading in order to model how students should question the author.

How to use QtA:
In order to utilize this strategy, you must first select a piece and read it closely in order to identify
problematic ideas or understandings the students may face. Once the problematic spot within the text is
identified, the teacher must create questions that will facilitate discussion within the class. These
questions will be asked by the teacher in predetermined spots. The questions will prompt students to
interpret the author’s meaning, and to dive deep into the text in order to understand it.

Why use QtA:
QtA is useful to show students how to properly question the meaning and reasoning behind what the
author wrote. This strategy demonstrates that students must be analytical of what they are reading, as
well as the author. In addition, it informs students that their inability to comprehend what the author is
saying is not always on the reader.

When to use QtA:
QtA is a strategy intended to be used during the reading, because the teacher stops the reading at
predetermined spots throughout the reading. This strategy is meant to emphasize the habit of
questioning the author while analyzing a text.

Variations:
1. You can have students generate their own questions while they analyze a text. Then have the
students ask the questions to the class to foster discussion.
2. Have students analyze a text and generate their own questions. Then have students form groups of 4
and begin a small group discussion.

Works Cited:
Beck, Isabel, and Margaret, McKeown. “Reading and Writing in the Content Areas.” “Questioning the
Author: Making Sense of Social Studies.” Reading Rockets. 2002. 44-47.

Vacca, Richard, Jo Anne, Vacca, Mraz, Maryann. Content Area Reading. “Literacy and Learning Across
the Curriculum, 12th edition.” Pearson. 2016. 178-180.
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Questioning the Author
Directions: You will follow along as I read the text aloud. At the breaks in the text,
you will be asked questions about the text, questioning the author’s ideas and the
meaning behind their words.
I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the
true meaning of its creed: “We hold these truths to be self-evident:
that all men are created equal.”

I have a dream that one day on the red hills of Georgia the sons of
former slaves and the sons of former slave owners will be able to sit
down together at a table of brotherhood.

I have a dream that one day even the state of Mississippi, a desert
state, sweltering with the heat of injustice and oppression, will be
transformed into an oasis of freedom and justice.

I have a dream that my four children will one day live in a nation
where they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the
content of their character.

I have a dream today

“I have a dream” – Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. (1963)
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R.A.F.T

Matthew McCarthy

Vacca pg. 263-265
What is the strategy?
R.A.F.T is a strategy that integrates reading and writing in a non-traditional way. It asks that students
take what they have read and create a new product that illustrates their depth of understanding; it may be
used with fiction or nonfiction texts. The format is incredibly flexible and offers limitless opportunities
for creativity for both you and your students.
How
Step One: Explain to the students how all writers have to consider various aspects before every writing
assignment including role, audience, format, and topic. Tell them that they are going to structure their
writing around these elements.
Step Two: Display a completed RAFT example on the overhead, and discuss the key elements as a class.
Step Three: Then demonstrate, model, and “think aloud” another sample RAFT exercise with the aid of
the class. Brainstorm additional topic ideas, and write down the suggestions listing roles, audiences,
formats, and strong verbs associated with each topic.
Step Four: Assign students to small groups and have them come up with a R.A.F.T together
Step Five: After students become more proficient in developing this style of writing, have them generate
RAFT assignments of their own based on current topics studied in class.
Why should you use R.A.F.T?
The purpose of RAFT is to give students a fresh way to think about approaching their writing. It occupies
a nice middle ground between standard, dry essays and free-for-all creative writing. RAFTs combine the
best of both. It also can be the way to bring together students’ understanding of main ideas, organization,
elaboration, and coherence.
When should I use R.A.F.T?
You should use R.A.F.T as an after-reading activity but a pre-writing activity if there is going to be a
paper on the sources that students were asked to read.
Other Variations
1. You can allow students to come up with their own ideas of Role, Audience, and Format if they do
not like the ones provided
2. After students do science experiments this can be a fun way to write about them.
Source
Technology Specifications Manual 2020–2021 - Ride.ri.gov.
https://www.ride.ri.gov/Portals/0/Uploads/Documents/Instruction-and-Assessment-World-ClassStandards/Assessment/DLM_Technology_Specifications_Manual_2020-21.pdf.
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R.A.F.T
Directions: 1. Choose the role of the writer from one of the five choices below. 2. Figure out who you are
going to write to (which is the audience). 3. Pick a format that you want to write. 4. Finally use the topic
given in the assignment. Once you have done those four steps, work with your table on coming up with a
R.A.F.T that you will share with the class.

Role
●
●
●
●
●

Historian
Author
Inventor
Judge
Common
Citizen

Audience
● Parents
● Peers
●

Government

●

Yourself
Imaginary
Friend

●

Format
● Book
● Journal
● Cartoon
● Interview
● Video
● Booklet

52

Topic
● The Role
of Laser
beams in
the future

RAFT

.

.

Gianna DeLeo
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Breaking News
After watching this short video, create a news piece that effectively tells of what just happened. Who was
right? It’s not everyday you see this happen but YOU DID, now you must make it believable.

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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Repeated Reading

John Vohasek

(Burke 183-184)
What is repeated reading? Repeated reading is an activity that asks students to reread a text multiple times to aid
their comprehension and increase confidence with analyzing texts. This repeated reading activity also encourages
students to evaluate their own level of comprehension and gives students a strategy to identify and solve difficult
parts of the text.
How to do the strategy: Select a portion of text that is both short enough to read in a short period of time (around
10 minutes) and within your classes’ reading level. Have your students read the selected text three times. During
the first reading, have your students use a pen or highlighter to mark terms, concepts, or areas of the text that they
do not understand. After completing the reading, have your students evaluate their own level of comprehension
from 1 to 10, with 10 meaning that they completely understand the text. Have your students read the text again,
using a different color or pattern to highlight any new terms or areas of the text that they do not understand. Have
them rate their understanding a second time, using the same system as before. Finally, have your students read the
text for a third time, using a third different color or pattern to highlight any remaining parts of the text that they do
not understand. Have your students rate their comprehension for a third time and ask them to formulate a question
about the text. For the final portion of the activity, ask your students to discuss their questions in small groups, and
attempt to answer each other’s questions. If any unanswered questions remain, hold a class-wide discussion to
address them.
Why do this strategy? According to Jim Burke, the repeated reading activity can help students to increase
retention of information in texts, read for different purposes, and increase reading speed and fluency (Burke 184).
By having students read the text multiple times, you are also encouraging repetition in reading as an effective
strategy to aid in comprehension of a text. By increasing reading fluency, we are encouraging students to close the
gap between decoding specific words or phrases and comprehending entire texts (Therrien and Kubina 156).
When to use this strategy: This activity is best used during a lesson, as it helps students to comprehend and
analyze a text as they are reading it. The contents of this activity encourage students to evaluate and improve on
their own comprehension while they read the text, and the discussion that occurs after the reading encourages
students to compare their questions and collaborate to answer them.
Variations: Incorporation of reading out loud: Any portion of the readings can be done out loud with partners or
small groups. Variety in texts: the nature of the activity allows for various genres or types of texts. Opportunities
for discussion: Students could discuss their level of comprehension with a partner or small group after each reading
of the text.
Sources:
Therrien WJ, Kubina RM. Developing Reading Fluency With Repeated Reading. Intervention in School and Clinic.
2006;41(3):156-160. doi:10.1177/10534512060410030501
Burke, J. (2000). Reading reminders: Tools, tips, and Techniques. Boynton/Cook Publishers.
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Repeated Reading Activity
(adapted for unit on post World War II)
Directions: You will be reading this excerpt three times. After the first reading, use your pen/pencil to underline
any terms or parts of the reading that you do not understand, and use the box below to rate your comprehension on
a level from 1 to 10. After the second reading, use a different pattern of underlining to again highlight any terms or
parts of the reading that you do not understand, and rate your level of comprehension from 1 to 10 in the second
box. Lastly, after reading the text for a third time, use a different pattern or color to underline any remaining terms
or parts of the reading that you do not understand, and rate your comprehension from 1 to 10 in the third box. After
completing the three readings, write a question that you have about the text, and discuss these questions with your
table-mates (Try to answer each other’s questions). If time allows, we will discuss unanswered questions as a class.

Excerpt: “The wrongs which we seek to condemn and punish have been so calculated, so malignant and so
devastating, that civilization cannot tolerate their being ignored because it cannot survive their being repeated…It is
hard now to perceive in these miserable men…the power by which as Nazi leaders they once dominated much of
the world and terrified most of it. Merely as individuals, their fate is of little consequence to the world. What
makes this inquest significant is that these prisoners represent sinister influences that will lurk in the world long
after their bodies have returned to dust. They are living symbols of racial hatreds, of terrorism and violence, and of
the arrogance and cruelty of power…Civilization can afford no compromise with the social forces which would
gain renewed strength if we deal ambiguously or indecisively with the men in whom those forces now precariously
survive.” – (U.S. Supreme Court Justice Robert Jackson on the importance of the Nuremburg Trials)
Excerpt taken from “The Americans: Reconstruction to the 21st Century”

Comprehension Score After First

Comprehension Score After Second

Comprehension Score After Third

Reading

Reading

Reading

Question:________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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SQ3R

Aaron Escamilla

What is SQ3R? (Burke 189-190, Wormeli 187-188)
SQ3R is a 5-step strategy. The order of the steps requires students to constantly review the material, and think
about it in various ways. SQ3R forces involvement with the text. Its systematic nature helps students create a
process of how to approach texts.

How do you use SQ3R?
You use SQ3R by following its 5 steps (Survey, Question, Read, Recite, Review) Ask students to:
Survey: Students begin by skimming the reading for pictures, italicized/bolded words, headings, or any other
“pop out” material.
Question: Students turn surveyed materials into questions.
Read: Students read the text and attempt to answer their questions. Students may alter their questions or create
more of them.
Recite: After reading, students should attempt to retell the text in their own words either to themselves or to
someone else. Students should have begun making connections.
Review: Students then reread the text and their questions. Students should become aware of connections with
the text (like how different parts of the text relate to one another). They should explore why they were unable
to answer any unanswered questions and present these questions to their table or the classroom.

Why should you use SQ3R?
SQ3R should be used for a number of reasons. Bulut (2017) describes that SQ3R aids in text comprehension
and in memorization. He further explains that the strategy requires students to be a part of the comprehension
process through investigating, generating questions, and by remembering key details of the text (p. 24).

When should you use SQ3R?
The steps of SQ3R facilitate activity before, during, and after reading. Before reading, students are surveying
for eye-catching material and generating questions. Students then read the text, and during reading, students
add/adjust questions. After reading, students recite/re-present/restate the text to themselves or to other
students while building connections. Finally, they review the reading and their questions.

Other variations of SQ3R?
You may choose to add a 4th “R” column “Relate” where students make connections to things outside the text.
You may also add another column where students ask what they would still like to know.
Alternative uses: this strategy can be used with sheet music, artwork, diagrams, math problems, and all kinds
of other texts. Adaptations can be made to steps as needed.

Source:
Bulut, A. (2017). Improving 4th Grade Primary School Students’ Reading Comprehension Skills. Universal
Journal of Educational Research, 5(1), 23–30
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Sonata Form-SQ3R
Directions: Read the 5 steps below and follow their directions. Follow them in the order listed.
Survey: Skim the passage below. Make note of any headings and bolded/italicized words. Jot them down.
Question: Turn the words from “Survey” into questions. Example: “When was Sonata form introduced?”

Read: Read through the passage and try to answer your questions. Create and edit questions as needed.

Recite: In your own words retell the passage to yourself or someone at your table.
Review: Reread the passage and your questions once more. How do the different sections of the passage relate to
one another? Were you able to answer all your questions? Why or why not? Share your unanswered questions with
the students at your table.

Sonata Form
Sonata form is a musical structure first introduced in the 18th century during the Classical Period. Sonata form
contains 3 primary sections: the exposition, the development, and the recapitulation.
The exposition is where the main themes or subject groups are presented or exposed. The first subject group and
the second subject group are separated by a transition. The first subject group is in the tonic/home key while the
other themes are in a different key.
The development is where subject groups presented in the exposition are altered or developed. It begins in
whatever key the exposition ended in, and various key changes occur throughout the development.
The recapitulation recaps or re-presents the exposition. The subject groups are once again played, but this time
they are both in the home key. As in the exposition, the subject groups are separated by a transition. A cadence
closes the piece.
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SQ3R: “Survey, Question, Read, Recite, Review”

Ray Herd

What SQ3R is:
A multi-step literary strategy introduced by Francis Pleasant Robinson in 1946 that utilizes five different
steps to help reading comprehension in students. The five steps: survey, question, read, recite, and review
each help students to actually remember what they read and retain information from reading to draw back
on in future lessons.
How to use SQ3R:
There are five steps involved with SQ3R. First: Survey, students will first read only the headings and first
sentence of a passage in a reading. After they are done reading only those two things, in comes step two:
Question: the students will create questions out of the headers that creates purpose for reading. Third part:
Read, once students have created their questions, they will return to the text to answer their questions they
created. While reading they write down any information that they might find important to help answer their
question. The second R is Recite. Once students are done reading, they will cover their notes and answers
to their questions and try to recite them from memory. The final R is Review. Students will write a summary
of what they’ve learned using the answers to their questions. Another aspect of the Review portion that
could be utilized is going back the next day to re-read your summary.
Why SQ3R is useful:
SQ3R is a useful strategy to use in the classroom because it really does increase literacy rates in students
and helps students actually remember what they read. This strategy might take longer for a student to read
the text using this strategy, but this strategy is effective in having students retaining knowledge of what they
read and why they read it.
When to use SQ3R:
SQ3R is a during and after reading activity. First students will read only a select part of the text to read,
then they will create questions before continuing reading. Then they will read the whole passage. After the
reading is complete the students will try to answer their questions that they made without looking at their
answers. Then they will answer their question in a summary of the text.
Variations:
•
•

In History, have students read a chapter of a textbook.
In Music, have students listen to main parts of a song.

Works Cited
Wormeili, Rick and Dedra Stafford. “SQ3R” Essay. In Summarization of Any Subject: 60 Innovative, TECHINFUSED Strategies for Deeper Student Learning, 187-189. ASCD, 2019.
SQ3R: Textbook Study System - Worcester Polytechnic Institute. (n.d.). Retrieved from
https://web.wpi.edu/Images/CMS/ARC/SQ3R_Textbook_Study_System.pdf.
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SQ3R Worksheet
Directions: First read the heading and first sentence from the passage on Martin Luther, leader of the Protestant Reformation.
Then think of a question you might have from what you just read. Then read the whole passage. After completion see if you
can answer your question. After trying to attempt to answer your question, write a summary of what you just read and answer
your question in the summary.

Martin Luther and Lutheranism
“Martin Luther had quit law school and entered a monastery to spend his life in search of salvation. But
Luther found that the church’s methods for overcoming sin gave him no comfort. He did all the things
required of him. Nothing, however, relived his feeling of inadequacy.
Through his biblical studies, Luther received a revelation. On the basis of his new insight, Luther
developed his beliefs that would be later known as Lutheranism. Luther taught that ceremonies and good
deeds made no difference in saving a sinner. The only thing that counted, Luther decided, was an inner
faith in God. People could receive salvation only through the grace of God, not through their own actions.
According to Luther, simple faith could lead everyone to salvation. This idea was called, ‘justification by
grace through faith.’”

Questions you have after reading the heading and first sentence:

Summary:
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Vocabulary Square

Claire Schaecher

What is this strategy?
A vocabulary square is a way to get students to understand new material by defining new words found in
the text. By splitting up information into four boxes, students can discover a more well-rounded definition
of unfamiliar words.

How do you do this strategy?
This strategy is done by dividing a square into four sections (prefix/root/origin, definition, variations, and
picture) in order to get students to think about unfamiliar words in new and creative ways. As the students
fill out information about the words, they can start to see the word from new angles and come up with a
helpful definition of the word.

Why do you do this strategy?
This strategy:
● Teaches new words in a student-centered way
● Makes reading more accessible by defining unfamiliar words before starting
● Helps students examine words by using context clues
● Teaches word structure and origins of words
● Make connections between the students’ world and creativity
● Activates students’ prior knowledge to learn new words

When do you do this strategy?
Before: When used before reading, a vocabulary square can help students define unfamiliar words they
see in the text. By completing a vocabulary square, students are able to search for answers by scanning the
text or using other resources such as the internet or a dictionary. Defining unfamiliar words before reading
will make reading easier for the students when they come across new words.
During: When used during reading, students can make a list of words they are unfamiliar with while
reading the text. They can then go back and define all of the unfamiliar words using a vocabulary square
before reading the text again after learning new definitions.
After: Some vocabulary words are not always crucial to understanding the text because there are context
clues or because the words will be more important later. When this is the case, students can complete a
vocabulary square after reading the text in order to reflect on what they read and use the new words for
future activities.

Possible Variations
These categories are flexible! You can use different boxes such as: “context clues in the text,” “write the
word in a sentence,” or “what prior knowledge can help you understand the text?”
Science, Math, English, History: Define new words found in the text with variations on the boxes for
each subject. (i.e., math: write a word problem, science: what else can you connect this to?)
Art/Performing Arts: Find the specific context of new vocabulary or techniques.
Foreign Language: Use vocabulary squares to memorize new words with pictures and other connections.

Sources
Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques, Boynton/Cook Publishers, Portsmouth,
NH, 2000, pp. 270/A29.
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Vocabulary Square
Read the following passage by Jake Wallace about the word “aurora” found in a program note for
“Aurora Awakes” by John Mackey. With your section members, brainstorm a vocabulary definition for
the word “aurora,” using the sections of the vocabulary square below.
Aurora now had left her saffron bed,
And beams of early light the heav'ns o'erspread,
When, from a tow'r, the queen, with wakeful eyes,
Saw day point upward from the rosy skies.
- Virgil, The Aeneid, Book IV, Lines 584-587
“Aurora – the Roman goddess of the dawn – is a mythological figure frequently associated with beauty
and light. Also known as Eos (her Greek analogue), Aurora would rise each morning and stream across
the sky, heralding the coming of her brother Sol, the sun. Though she is herself among the lesser deities of
Roman and Greek mythologies, her cultural influence has persevered, most notably in the naming of the
vibrant flashes of light that occur in Arctic and Antarctic regions – the Aurora Borealis and Aurora
Australis.”
-Jake Wallace

Root/Part of Speech/Sentence

Picture/Logo

Variations on the Word

Aurora
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Definition

Vocabulary Squares

Brooke Dean

WHAT?

WHY?

This strategy is a graphic organizer

Vocabulary squares helps students
expand their knowledge of the
vocabulary word. Students are also able
to connect to the vocabulary by visuals
and different representations.
Vocabulary Squares are also easy for
students to use and great for studying
purposes.

that helps students organize thoughts
centering around a new vocabulary term
in different ways.

WHEN?
Before: Vocabulary word(s) can be
provided at the beginning of a unit or
lesson to ensure understanding before a
reading.

HOW?

During: Vocabulary squares can be filled
out during a reading of words the
teacher provides or a list of words
students want to further understand.

Provide students with four boxes and a
space in the middle for the vocabulary
word. Students can fill the chart with
their previous knowledge and/or use
classroom resources. After, students
can discuss their vocabulary squares
with each other to notice similarities
and differences.

After: Students will be revisiting the
text and expanding their understanding
further.

Variations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Draw pictures
Pronunciation
Definition both formal and/or “in my own words”
Essential vs nonessential characteristics
Example vs non-example
Facts/characteristics
Synonyms and antonyms
Part of speech

Sources:
Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Portsmouth, NH:
Boynton/Cook Publishers, Inc., 2000, 270, A29.
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Vocabulary Squares
Directions: After reading the text, find three vocabulary words you find important. In the
middle of each chart write the vocab word and fill out squares around a vocabulary word.
In the boxes write your own definition of the term, facts and characteristics about the
term, an example, and non-example.

Facts/Characteristics:

Definition:

Nonexample:

Example:

Facts/Characteristics:

Definition:

Nonexample:

Example:

Facts/Characteristics:

Definition:

Nonexample:

Example:
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Webquest

Brian Heffernan

What is the strategy?
A webquest is a teacher-designed activity where students, through the use of technology, are able to
complete various learning tasks! A webquest is often done through the use of a webpage or an online
learning platform and has students completing tasks through an online setting. For example, going to a
certain website to gather information on a certain topic.
How to use the strategy?
There a six components that go into a webquest
1. Introduction
a. Like any good lesson, an introduction is provided to go over the learning targets. Popular ideas
have been placing students in hypothetical situations.
2. Tasks
a. This is the activity the students are required to do. This could be anything from answering
questions to filling out a graphic organizer. Tasks cover the responsibilities of the assignment.
3. Process
a. Process outlines what the students should do. Think of it as the instructions,
4. Resources
a. This component conveys the resources that students can use. This can be either providing them
with certain links or giving them a search engine/database to use.
5. Learning Advice
a. This is how the students should organize their information. This could take many forms from
other literacy strategies that we’ve covered like DEJ’s, graphic organizers, etc.
6. Conclusion
a. Like any lesson, the conclusion should summarize what the students should have learned from
the activity, and bring closure to the activity.
Why use this strategy
It is a unique way to give students their information. Instead of lecturing or textbook reading, an online
activity could pique the interest of your students. Especially since technology is more prevalent in our
classrooms than before.
When to use this strategy
This strategy requires some basic level of information on the topic so this strategy would be best used as a
reading activity or an after lesson explore activity.
Variations:
This strategy could be used in groups or dine individually. Certain content areas could use this strategy
for researching topics (history), diagrams (math or science), or online annotating (English).
Source:

Vacca, Richard T., et al. “Chapter 3.” Content Area Reading: Literacy and Learning across the
Curriculum, Pearson, 2021, p. 48.
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WEBQUEST
Directions: During the difficult times of the 1700’s you are trying to start a colony on the newly found
land out west. You have heard of other people's attempts to come and try so with permission from your
King you were lucky enough to come out here as well!Unfortunately, before you set out to start your new
life, the King requires you to fill out this questionnaire so that you know what you are getting into.
Thankfully, you have been visited by a time traveler who gives you the internet as a helping tool. Using
the articles provided below answer the following questions:
https://www.britannica.com/topic/American-colonies
https://www.battlefields.org/learn/articles/ruling-colonial-america
https://www.ushistory.org/gov/2a.asp

1. What makes a colony well-functioning?

2. What has caused colonies to fail in the past?

3. What is your main motive for moving out west?

4. (If time allows) create a small T-chart of advantages and disadvantages for starting your own
colony.
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Webquest Reading Strategy

Stephanie Carreno

Vacca pg. 48
Vacca, Richard T, and Jo A. L. Vacca. Content Area Reading: Literacy and Learning
Across the Curriculum. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 2002.
What?
 WebQuest is an online resource for teachers to help students become critical
thinkers. WebQuests are there to provide teachers with the formatting to help
them create their own for their students. Like a retro Pinterest, this website gives
teachers lesson ideas on nearly any topic.
When?
 This reading strategy can be used before and during an activity. Doing both as an
option would allow students to gain some background knowledge. I suggest doing
this activity towards the beginning of a unit.
How?
 The teacher uses the GardenQuest Search Database tab https://webquest.org/ to
find pages based on the subject they teach, as well as using the provided
templates to create their own. Each WebQuest is designed to address 5
standards: Introduction, Task, Process, Evaluations, and Conclusion. Students
follow the directions on the page, which oftentimes asks for collaborative work.
Why?
 WebQuests are important because these are tools created specifically made by
teachers to help students develop thinking and writing skills. This allows for
differentiated learning, as there will be different degrees of work which will be
assigned to students based on their abilities. Additionally, with the responsibilities
of completing each task, students are being held accountable for completing the
assignments using the given sources. Also, students will have exposure to what a
reliable online source looks like, which means that students will be spending their
time learning rather than researching.
Variations
MUSIC - Making a PowerPoint on the life of a famous composer.
SCIENCE - Make a trifold and write down the information students learned about cells.
MATH: Create an equation book that includes equation problems, a step-by-step tutorial,
and the answer.
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Travel through Wisconsin
After you access the website, scroll around, and pick 2 counties of your interest. Afterward,
complete the following boxes in complete sentences.
County 1:
I picked this county because…
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
3 Historical Facts:
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
2 Sites to Visit and what it is (park, restaurant, monument, etc.):
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
County 2:
I picked this county because…
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
3 Historical Facts:
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
2 Sites to Visit and what it is (park, restaurant, monument, etc.):
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
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Website Credibility

Anne Stevenson

(Vacca pg. 36-37)
What is determining the credibility of a website?
Our society is becoming more and more reliant on technology and online resources. Many of these sources have
biases/opinions when we need the facts. By evaluating a website’s credibility, students will use critical thinking skills
to question the author and the validity of the arguments made on the website.
How? Students can fill out an evaluation form answering the following questions.
• CRAAP Test:*
o Currency: When was this written?
o Relevance: How is this information important?
o Authority: Where did this information come from?
o Accuracy: Is this information or tells the truth?
o Purpose/Objectivity: Why does this exist?
•

SMART Test:*
o Source: Who or what is the source?
o Motive: Why did they write this?
o Authority: Who wrote the article/page?
o Review: Is there anything included that is potentially not true?
o Two-Source Test: How does it compare to another article?

Why? Students must be sure that what they are reading on the internet is reliable and truthful. By determining a
website’s credibility, students will be able to question sources that they use online and use the information they found
effectively. We must teach this to students because they do not know the difference between reliable and unreliable
sources until they are taught. We must teach them to critically think about what they are reading and determine
whether the information they are looking at is credible on their own.
When should we ask if a website is credible? Students should evaluate the website’s credibility before reading to
determine how reliable and useful the site will be to them. Also, we can determine if the site is credible during reading
in the case of missing something when skimming through the text beforehand.
More Information:
-Credible Domains:
.gov (Government Websites), .org (Organizations), .edu (Educational Websites), and sometimes .com
-Credible Sites:
• https://www.senate.gov/
• https://www.amstat.org/
• https://owl.purdue.edu/
-Not Credible Sites:
• https://zapatopi.net/treeoctopus/
• https://www.lockhaven.edu/~dsimanek/dhmo.htm
• https://www.ask.com/
Sources:
* “FAQ: How Do I Know If My Sources Are Credible/Reliable?” Library Guides, 9 June 2021,
https://guides.lib.uw.edu/research/faq/reliable.
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Date: ___________________

Period: ____________

Is This Website Credible?
Directions: On your computer, go to the following websites. When you are there, answer the following questions
to determine which site is most reliable for your future research project. You may use Google to help you with a
few questions if needed.
URLs: https://www.piday.org/10-reasons-why-math-is-important-in-life/
https://studiousguy.com/examples-of-mathematics/

About the Site:

piday.org

studiousguy.com

piday.org

studiousguy.com

piday.org

studiousguy.com

What is the domain of the site (.com, .org, .net, .edu, etc.)?
Are there many advertisements?

About the Author:
Who is the author? What are their credentials?
Who is the publisher (if any)?

About the Content:
When was this written? Is it current or old?
Is the information clear/easy to understand?
Skimming the text, is this mostly facts or opinions?
Did the author use sources/research to back up their claims? If
so, what?
What is the purpose of this article?

Compare the two websites. Which is more reliable? Why do you think so?
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Website Credibility

Grace Tarpey

What?
Providing students, the necessary
tools and skills to evaluate an
online resource and determine if it
is a reliable source for information
or not.

How?
By providing a set of guiding
questions and rules about a
site's potential biases, its
reliability, and accuracy

When?
Before Reading
Before a project
Early on in a semester
o Revisit throughout the
year

Why?
Students will be interacting
with the internet, so by teaching
them the importance of website
credibility, they are able to
gather information that is useful
for them and accurate.

•
•
•

Variations:
Math: Look at the accuracy and credibility of math homework help
websites
Science: Review websites that might have at-home experiments
English/Foreign languages/History: Review the credibility of
online articles, ebooks, and videos
Music: Review sites where students are getting sheet music or
information about musicians
Work Cited
Burke, Jim. “Reading Web Pages.” Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques, Portsmouth, N.H.,
Boynton/Cook, 2000, pp. 135–136.
Vacca, Jo Anne L, and Maryann Mraz. “Learning with New Literacies .” Content Area Reading: Literacy and
Learning Across the Curriculum, edited by Richard T Vacca, 12th ed., Pearson Education, 2017, pp. 36–
37.
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Website Credibility
Directions: After reading your provided article, review the following questions. Then answer the
questions using the article you have and any research that you conduct to determine the credibility of the
article.
I.

Article Credibility
A. Who wrote the article?

B. Does the article have an “about the author”?

C. When was it published? Is it recent (within the past 5yrs) or old (older than 5yrs)?

D. Are there other sources? Are there links to these sources?

E. Is the information clear and understandable?

II.

Website Credibility
A. The URL: What Domain is it?
___.com ___.org/ .net ___.edu ___.gov/us ___ other
B. Who is the publisher?

C. Does the website have an “about us” link? If so, what is the purpose of the site?

D. When was the website created?

E. Has the website won any awards?

F. Does the website present any biases?
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Word Problem Roulette

Anna Bross

What

When

This reading strategy gives students the
opportunity to both discuss and write about the
content of word problems. Students collaborate
on solving a problem and communicate verbally
before articulating the solution in writing.

Why

This strategy should be used during or
after reading. Students can use this
during their learning as they are
working through the word problems.
This can also be considered an after
reading strategy because these
problems usually come towards the end
of a concept and use math content that
the students have learned or read about

This strategy allows students to work on
their problem-solving skills, specifically in
a group setting. Students are also able to
practice communicating using mathematical
discourse and will benefit from hearing
how their classmates are processing and
thinking about the content. Students take
the word problem that they read and
solve it using both verbal and written
skills. This can apply to any subject, as it
challenges students to
communicate
in different ways and
improve

How
The students are divided into groups and
given a word problem. They first must explain
how to solve the problem verbally without
writing or drawing anything. Once students
have discussed the problem, they will take
turns writing the steps to the solution in
words without using mathematical symbols.
Each student will write one sentence or step
to the solution before passing it to the next
person in their group. When each group has
finished writing their solution, they will send
one group member to the board and select
another member to read the solution steps to
the class. As one student is reading, the
other student at the board will write the
symbolic representation of the solution.
Source:
Barton, Mary Lee. Teaching Reading in
Mathematics. ASCD, 2002. 130-131.
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Variations
A student from one group can read their
solution steps to a student in another group
who can write the solution on the board
mathematically to see how well they can
communicate with each other.
Music: Students could look at/listen to a piece
of music, discuss the instruments or period
that it’s from, then describe it in words.
Science: Could use this when navigating
experiments, as students could discuss then
write out the steps.
History: Students can study a historical
conflict, discuss it, then write out how it was
solved.
English: Students can take turns interpreting
several stanzas of a poem or lines of a text.

Name: _______________________________ Date: ________________ Period: ________

Word Problem Roulette
Directions: Read the problem below and discuss the solution with your group without writing anything
down. Once your group has agreed on how you would solve the problem, write the solution steps on
paper one sentence at a time. Each member of the group will write one sentence before passing the
paper to another person to write the next sentence. This should be done using words only, no
mathematical symbols or numbers. Once your solution report is finished, you will send one member of
your group to the board and choose one member to be the reader. The reader will read the report out
loud while the person at the board writes down the solution using mathematical symbols.

In winter, the price of apples suddenly went up by $0.75 per pound. Sam
bought 3 pounds of apples at the new price for a total of $5.88. Find the
original price per pound.
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Word Problem Roulette

Sylvia Harvin

What is this strategy
Word Problem Roulette is a strategy that has students work in a group and verbalize how they would solve a
word problem before actually solving it. They work together to create a step by step process and take turns
writing down steps, so that they can slow down and think about the process and when it comes time to solve
the problem, they already have a strategy.
How to use this problem
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Break students up into groups and provide each group with a word problem and a single sheet of paper
to work with
Explain that this problem should be solved verbally and that there shouldn’t be any writing down at
this time
Have students discuss the problem and agree on steps they would take to solve the problem. Have
them take turns writing down each step. Remind them to use words and not symbols
Once the steps are complete, one student reads out the steps while another follows the steps and
solves the problem (using math and symbols at this time)
Compare steps from each group

Why use this strategy
Word Problem Roulette allows students to slow down and think about a problem before solving it, collaborate
with a group, work on articulating mathematical ideas and reasoning, and not rely on symbols when describing
a math problem
When to do the strategy
This is meant to be done during the instruction as students are actively thinking about the problem as they
are using this strategy. It is meant to help students learn the content and contemplate math in a different
way. Not only do they have to think about math differently, but they also must verbalize their thoughts.
Variations: This strategy could be used for any activity that requires a step-by-step process or even an
answer with multiple sentences where students take turns writing sentences.

Source:
Barton, Mary Lee., and Clare Heidema. Teaching Reading in Mathematics: A Supplement to Teaching Reading in the Content
Areas Teachers Manual (2nd ed.), Aurora, Co,: Mid-Continent Research for Educational Learning, 2002. 130-31. Print.
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Word Problem Roulette
Directions:
Read the problem below with your group. Do not write anything down. Instead discuss as a group
what steps you would take to solve the problem. When you have agreed on your steps, you may then
take turns writing down steps on the sheet of paper. Have one group member start and then pass
the paper in a circle. Do not use symbols but instead try to only use words. When all the steps
have been written down, follow your steps to solve the problem.

Problem 1.
Jordan has 4 1/2 cups of blueberries. Erica forgot to pack a lunch, so he gives 1/4 a cup of
blue berries to Erica. He uses 1/2 of the remaining blueberries to make pancakes for Anne
and Sylvia after EDUC412 because he knows they have had a long day. How many cups of
blueberries does he use for the pancakes?

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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Word Walls and Linear Arrays

Jordan Lehto

What?
•

These are both strategies to help with new vocabulary words. A Word Wall is a collection of
words placed on a board to help students with writing and reading. Linear Arrays also address
vocabulary by allowing students to visualize similarities and difference between related words.

How?
•

The Word Wall is an ongoing effort that you can do throughout a unit. After every reading, you
can ask students for which words were confusing to them. After you collect all the words, you can
put them up on the wall, allowing students to have that resource for later readings. For the Linear
Arrays, you should pick words that have relations to each other. By putting the words on opposite
ends of the diagram, students have to think of the words between the two sides. Linear Arrays
should be modeled because it can be hard for some students to identify these words.

Why?
•
•

Word Walls help students see relationships between words (ex. prefixes or spelling similarities).
They also provide reference for students during reading or writing activities.
Linear Arrays give students access to more precise language when writing. Students are more
conscious of the different gradations between words and their specific meanings.

When?
•

Both strategies can be utilized before, during, and after. As a before strategy, you can introduce
potentially difficult vocabulary to add to the Word Wall or do a Linear Array for before the
assigned reading. During the reading, the Word Wall can be added too as well as used by students
for other activities. After the reading, students can pick out words that can be included in either
activity.

Variations:
•
•
•
•

English: Word Walls used during units.
Math: Linear Arrays used to assist students learning word problem terminology.
Foreign Languages: Students independently use vocabulary journals whenever they come across
difficult new vocab.
History: Using a concept target could allow you to focus on one topic and explore the vocabulary
associated with that topic.

Sources:
Burke, Jim. Reading Reminder: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Portsmouth, Boynton/Cook Publishes, Inc., 2000.
Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction. “Linear Arrays.” DPI.WI. https://dpi.wi.gov/sites/default/files/imce/ela/bank/612_L.VAU_Linear_Arrays.pdf. Accessed 25 October 2021.
“Word Walls.” Reading Rockets. https://www.readingrockets.org/strategies/word_walls. Accessed 25 October 2021.
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Name:

Date:

Period:

Tempo Terms Linear Array
Directions: After reading the article on Tempo, use some of the terms to
complete the Linear Arrays. Each diagram will have a category for tempos for
you to select. In the boxes, write the Italian name of the tempo, the BPM, and
a description of the tempo. The result should be a spectrum of tempos
ranging from the slowest to the fastest. See example for clarification.

Example:
Slowest

Slower

Faster

Slow Tempos

Fast Tempos
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cv

Fastest

Learning Verbs
abbreviate
absorb
accept
access
accommodate
accomplish
achieve
acknowledge
acquire
act
activate
adapt
add
address
adjust
administer
advance
advertise
advise
advocate
affect
affiliate
affirm
alert
align
allow
allude
alter
analyze
anchor
animate
annotate
answer
anticipate
appeal
append
apply
appoint
appreciate
approach
approximate
argue
arouse curiosity
arrange
articulate
ask
assemble

comprise
concentrate
conceptualize
conclude
concur
conduct
confirm
confront
connect
consider
consolidate
construct
consult
contemplate
contextualize
continue
contrast
contribute
converse
convey
correct
correspond
counter
create
critique
culminate
cultivate
date
debate
debrief
decide
decode
deconstruct
dedicate
deduce
defend
define
deliver
delve
demand
demonstrate
depict
deploy
describe
design
detail
detect

assess
assign
assist
associate
assume
attend
attract
attribute
authenticate
avoid
aware
balance
believe
benefit
bolster
brainstorm
branch
break
break down
build
calculate
call
categorize
celebrate
challenge
change
characterize
check
choose
chunk
cite
claim
clarify
classify
cluster
code
collaborate
collect
combine
comment
commit
communicate
compare
compete
complete
compose
comprehend
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determine
develop
devise
diagram
dialogue
differ
differentiate
dig
digest
direct
discover
discriminate
discuss
distinguish
distract
distribute
diversify
divide
document
draft
draw
duplicate
echo
educate
effect
elaborate
elicit
embrace
empathize
emphasize
employ
empower
enable
encapsulate
encounter
encourage
endorse
energize
engage
enhance
enlist
ensure
entertain
enumerate
establish
evaluate
evolve

examine
exchange
exclude
exemplify
exhibit
expand
expect
experience
explain
explore
expose
express
extend
facilitate
factualize
familiarize
feature
feel
find
finish
focus
follow
form
format
formulate
fortify
foster
frame
function
gain exposure
gather
gauge
generalize
generate
gesture
give
glean
grapple
grasp
group
grow
guess
guide
handle
harvest
hear
help
highlight
hyphenate
hypothesize
identify
illuminate

illustrate
imagine
imitate
immerse
impact
implement
imply
impose
improve
include
incorporate
increase
indicate
indoctrinate
induct
infer
influence
inform
initiate
innovate
inquire
inspire
instruct
integrate
interact
interest
internalize
interpret
interview
introduce
investigate
invigorate
invite
involve
isolate
jig-saw
Journal
judge
jump
justify
juxtapose
keep
kindle
know
lead
learn
liberate
line-up
link
list
listen
locate

log
look
maintain
make
manage
map
mark
master
materialize
measure
memorize
mix
model
moderate
modify
mold
monitor
motivate
narrate
narrow
navigate
need
negotiate
notate
note
number
numerize
nurture
observe
obtain
offer
omit
organize
outline
pair
paraphrase
participate
perceive
perform
persevere
personalize
persuade
philosophize
photograph
pinpoint
place
plan
play
plot
point
ponder
portray
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pose
post
practice
predict
prepare
pre-read
present
pretend
preview
prewrite
pre-write
prime
prioritize
probe
problem-solve
proceed
process
produce
promote
prompt
pronounce
prove
provide
provoke
publish
pull
punctuate
pursue
quantify
question
rank
rate
rationalize
react
read
reaffirm
realize
reason
recall
recap
recast
recategorize
receive
recite
recognize
recommend
reconsider
record
recount
recreate
recycle
redirect

refer
refine
reflect
reformulate
refute
regulate
reinforce
reiterate
relate
rely
remember
remind
reorganize
repeat
rephrase
report
represent
reproduce
request
require
reread
research
respond
restate
retain
retell
retrace
retrieve
reuse
reveal
review
revise
revisit
rewrite
role play
satisfy
save

structure
study
substitute
subtract
suggest
summarize
supplement
supply
support
survey
sustain
symbolize
synchronize
synthesize
tailor
take notes
talk
target
teach
tell
test
think
thread
to have concern
train
transfer
transform
transition
translate
transmit
trigger
troubleshoot
try
turn
tutor
tweet
underline

scaffold
scan
scribble
sculpt
search
seed
seek
segment
select
sense
separate
sequence
set
setup
shape
share
show
showcase
signal
simplify
simulate
situate
skepticize
skim
solidify
solve
sort
source
speak
specify
speculate
state
stimulate
store
storytelling
strategize
strengthen
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understand
use
utilize
validate
value
vary
verbalize
verify
view
visualize
volunteer
warp
watch
weaving
weigh
welcome
whistle
will
withdraw
witness
wonder
work
write
x-ray
Xerox
yammer
yawn
yell
yearn
yield
yodel
zigzag
zip
zone
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